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LIBRARY F a FEDERAL JUDGE FOR RAILROADS MEXICO Will APPEAL IN CMION LOSES
Fee of 10 CenU After June Splendid Appintmentby Taft Absolute Duty to Obey Pro-vision- s Prospects Are Again Brighter Gompers, Mitchell and Mor-
rison
Decapitation of Rebels Daily Supreme Court Rules Corpo-
ration1 To Vwit Territorial Foreshadowed by Wash- - of Safety Appli- - r That Bloodshed Will Will Not Gr to Jail and Bodies Thrown Is in Restraint
Penitentiary ington Dispatch P i ' ance - Acts : Cease For Contempt. Into Streets of Trade
FISHING SEASON OPENS ANDREWS ill MAKE SPEECH SUPREME COURT DECISION FEDERALS HON SONQRA CIVIL HOT CRIMINAL BUTTER REVOLT IS NOW SPREADING
Not Merely Due Diligence Will
Go in Observing Law's
Demands.
President Diaz; Accepts Pro-
posals of General
Madero.
Senate Makes Another FutileSuperintendent Clark Leave The Opinion Is Very Voluminous
And is by Chief Justice
White.
Supreme Court Holds That Cor-
porations Must Produce
Books.
Thousands Fleeing and Tomor-
row Is Awaited With Ap
prehension.
Tomorrow to Visit Schools
In Eddy County.
Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries public: Howard H
Betts, Silver City, Grant county;
Francisco D. Sanchez, Santa Rosa,
Guadalupe county; Jesus M. Armijo,
Logan, Quay county.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: National Bank of Carls-
bad, road fund, $1,000; R. Q. Palmer,
treasurer of Union . county, $223.73;
Dr. T. W. Watson, treasurer of Lin-
coln county, $67.79.
Fishing Season Opens.
Today being the 15th of May, the
fishing season opens in New Mexico
and those who. know how to handle
the rod will likely be seen hiking to
the'' mountain streams in quest of the
wily trout.
. Land Entries.
The following were the land en
tries in the local land office Satur
day; Charles A. McKettick of Gallup;
John E. Kennedy of Estancia; Lillie
Sheridan of Progreso and Frank L,
Hanson, of Flora Vista.
Five Postal Banks.
New Mexico will have postal banks,
East Las Vegas and Roswell having
been named in addition to Raton, Sil
ver-Cit- and Tucumcari.
" Clifton and Prescott, have been
named as additional postal savings
banks in Arizona.
Mr. Lienau Back.
Deputy Insurance Commissioner
Peter M. A. Lienau has returned' from
Delaware, where he examined the af
fairs of the American Bankers' As
surahce company, about which more
will be given out- later, Mr. Lienau
says be is glad to be- back again in
Santa Fe's bracing climate.
Just 10 Cents Please. -
On and after June 1, the small fee
'
of ten cents will be
.asked of those
visitors to the penitentiary who wish
to be shown around. This fee will go
toward buying books for the prison
ers" library and certainly those who
receive the courtesies shown by eith-
er Warden Cleofes Romero or William
' A. Bayer, or other officials, at the
penitentiary will not hesitate to give
the small silver coin to help a wor
thy- - cause. The prisoners are keenly
interested in what happens in the
"outside world." They read the news
papers with avidity and also maga
zines and books with keen delight. To
enlarge their library is u most thought
ful plan and this little fee of ten
cents will each month purchase many
desirable books for the convicts.
Five Convicts Escaped.
It was reported in Socorro Monday
morning that five of the convicts at
work on the Blue Canon road made
their escape sometime during the
night before. vThey will doubtless be
sorry for themselves later, for they
are quite sure- - to be caught and will
--then be confined closely within the
walls of the penitentiary rather than
allowed to be out helping to build
public roads Socorro Chieftain.
Smugglers Arretted in New Mexico,
Inspector of Customs J. H. Roberts,
working on the west end of Grant
county near the Arizona line, brought
to Columbus, Luna county, G. C. East- -
man, his wife and, daughter and Mrs.
Eastman's brother and sister, all very
;: respectable appearing people.. ' Be- -
I sides considerable 'personal property,'
& guns, saddles, etc., they had five Mex
lean horses which were confiscated
.
and will be sold Thursday. They
j were taken before U, S. Commission
er McKeyes at Doming and Eastman
was placed in jail...
- Boundary Survey.
The party of surveyors consisting
of former Senator Cockrill, acting forthe United States .and Judge Scott,
acting for the state of Texas, were
.last week at the Harvey House at
CloviB, Curry' county, figuring out
their data and estimates, preparatory
to continuing with the survey north
of Texico.; It is understood that the
old survey, made twenty-fiv- e years
ago, will be followed all of the way
up to Texico-Farwel- l. In this case
; there will be no changes in the state
line as it is now established.
Mr. Moore Back.
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field
division of, the land office is back
from Las Vegas where he attended
the U. S. Court held by Judge 'd I.
Roberts and which disposed of a num.
Attempt to Elect Presi-den- t
Pro Tem.
Special to the New Mexican.
.Washington, D. C, May 15. Dele-- j
sate Andrews win mase a suun
speech in the House favoring approv-
al of the constitution of New Mexico
without amendment.
Debate Andrews introduce' a bill
appropriating $5,000 for the drilling
of a test well, precinct 12, county
Quay, under the supervision of the
director of the United States Reclam-
ation service.
Beginning Tuesday in the House,
the fight for statehood for New Mexi-
co and Arizona will be a hot three
days' battle or more, the Republicans
favoring the constitution without
amendments - and the Democrats
favoring various amendments, de-
manded by a delegration here claim-
ing to represent the Democratic party
of New Mexico. With Alton B. Par-
ker, Woodrow Wilson, President Taft
opposing the recall of judges, the
House Democrats unwillingly accept
the amendment to be voted on in Ar
izona. In case of the success of
statehood, it is reliably reported here
that President Taft has pledged his
word to appoint Chief Justice W. H.
Pope, Judge of the United States su
preme court for New Mexico.
Owing to the, absence of some mem
bers of the the Mc-Fi- e
nomination goes over to next
Monday,
Senatorial Deadlock.
Washington, May 15. Continuation
of the deadlock in the attempt to elect
a president pro tempore of the senate
was apparent today when the first
ballot resulted in no choice. Senator
Gallinger, the Republican caucus can
didate polled 33 votes, his Democratic
opponent, Senator Bacon the same
number, while six progressive Repub-
licans voted for Senator Clapp.
Direct Election of Senators.
Washington, D. C, May 15. A sec
ond ballot was similar to the first
and despairing of breaking thn dead
lock the Seriate took up for consider
ation . the joint resolution providing
for the election of United . States
senators by direct vote . j
PLAY HAVOC
WITHI I
S. H. Cowan Declares Reci
procity Threatens Cat-
tle Industry
DEMOCRATS HMD FREE WOOL
Conservatives Are Hedging and
Want to Reduce Tariff
Gradually.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C.May 15. In the
hearing before the senate finance com-
mittee on the Canadian, reciprocity
bill today, 'S. H. Cowan, of .Amarillo,
Texas, representing the Cattle Raisers
Association of Texas and the National
Livestock Association predicted ruin
for the cattle raising industry of the
country if the duty on meats' was re-
moved. Argentine is capturing the
American beef trade, he ; said, and
Canada too, could compete.
Compromise on Wool Tariff.
Washington, D. C, May 15. Demo
cratic members of the - Ways ; and
Means committee of the House today
began drafting the revised tariff send-
uled on wool, which will be submitted
to the Democratic caucus for ratifica
tion probably within the week. Advo-
cates of free raw wool were not as
confident today as heretofore that
the revised schedule would place the
raw material on the free list Extra-
ordinary pressure has been brought
to bear by conservative leaders to
secure unanimous approval of a com
promise bill, and these' leaders insist
that such a bill would meet with cau
cus approval. Such a bill might pro
vide a tariff of about five or six cents
a pound on raw ; product eventually
would go on the free list, and a cut
of 40 cents, to 50, percent in manufact-
ured woolen goods.
Formally Appointed.
Washington,' D. C, May 15. Presi-dent Taft, today formally nominated
to the senate Henry L. Stimson of
New York to be secretary of war, and
C. S. Millington of Herkimer, li Y,
to be assistant treasurer of the United
States at New York. -
DE8ERT LAND CLAIMS
MAY BEASSIGNED.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 15. Hun
dreds of titles to desert, land claims
were affected today by a decision of
the supreme court of the . United
States holding that desert lands en-
trymen obtain "rights by entry which
may be assigned."
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 15. The j
sunreme court of the United States
today approved the recent sentence
contempt imposed In the New York
courts on Christopher C. Wilson,
president of the United Wireless Tel-
egraph company, because of refusal
permit the examination of the com-
pany's books.
Must Produce Books.
Washington, D. C, May 15. By
this decision, the federal government is
won a g legal controversy,
that officials of corporations can
not refuse to give up possession of
corporation books for examination by
grand juries,' lest they themselves be
incriminated thereby.
The court also approved the con
tempt sentence imposed on William
Dreier of New York, secretary of the
Lichtenstein Millinery Company, who
had also refused to produce books un-
der circumstance similar to those in
the Wilson case.
Labor Leaders Win Partial Victory. is
Washington, D. O., May 15. Setting
aside the sentences of imprisonment
opposed by the supreme court of the
District of Columbia, for alleged dis-
obedience to a boycott, injunction, the
supreme court. o the United States
today held that Samuel Gompers,
John Mitchell and Frank Morrison,
president, vice president and secre
tary, respectively, of the American
Federation of Labor, had been erron-
eously sentenced to jail on a charge
of contempt of a local court.
The court unanimously held that
that only sentences that could be im-
posed on the labor leaders were fines
ruling that the court of appeals and
supreme court of the District of Co-
lumbia erred in treating the contempt
proceedings as a criminal case and
not a civl one. 1 The effect of holding
the proceedings a civil one was to
make jail sentences impossible. To
correct the case it was sent back to
the local court3 with the direction
that it be dismissed. '
At the same time, the court ex
pressly made it possible for civil pro-
ceedings to be instituted against the
labor men by the Bucks Stove and
Range company, at whose instance
the original ' contempt case was
brought. Inasmuch as all the differ
ences between the labor men and the
Bucks Stove and Range company
have been adjudicated, including the
"boycott' out of which the contempt j
proceedings arose, today s decision is
probably the last to be heard of the
famous action.
Story of the Case.
Washington, May 15. The charge
of contempt against President Gom-
pers, Mitchell and
Secretary Morrison arose out of a bit-
ter labor war between organized la-
bor and the Buck's Stove and Range
Company, of St. Louis, Mo.
The St. Louis concern had come in-
to the Supreme Court of the District
of Columbia to prevent, by injunct-
ion, the American Federation of La-
bor and Its officials from boycotting
its own products or the business of
those who dealt with it. The quest-
ion involved and the parties concern-
ed attracted wide-sprea- d attention.
The company claimed that the Fede-
ration was trying to unionize the com-
pany's shop. The labor leaders ur-
ged that the company was unfair to
labor. The head of the company was,
J. W. VanCleave, President of
. the
National Manufacturers' Association,
which has often come Into.. conSict
with the Federation. He was charg-
ed with having been opposed to or-
ganized labor, and with having sought
to put his nickel-plat- e workers on a
ten-hou- r instead of a nine-hou-r basis.
Justice Gould, of the District Su
preme Court, issued the .injunction
prayed for by the company. An ap-
peal was taken to the Court of Ap
peals of the District of Columbia, but
before that court could pass upon the
validity of the injunction, the Buck's
Stove and Range Company again
came into the District Supreme Court,
this time with charges of contempt
against President Gompers, Vice--
President Mitchell and Secretary Mor-
rison. These men were accused of
having violated the lnjunctionfdecree.
Justice Wright found ; them guilty
and sentenced President Gompers to
one year in jail; Vice-Preside- Mit-
chell to nine months; and Secretary
Morrison to six months. An appeal
was taken from this sentence, first
to the Court of Appeals, which af-
firmed it, and finally to the Supreme
Court of the United States, where it
is now pending.
The alleged violations consisted of
utterances and acts in futherance of
the boycott. ,y It was charged that
Mr. Gompers had rushed out the Jan
uary number of the American Feder
tionlst, the official organ of the Amer-
ican Federation of, Labor, so as to
evade the decree, which Went Into ef
ashington, D. t ., May Jo. 1 no
supreme court today affirmed the
Standard Oil decree giving the gov- -
ernment the victory. The decision
was read by Chief Justice White and
was very voluminous. By the
of the Standard Oil Com-
pany of New Jersey, the chief justice
said there is prima facie evidence that
there is an endeavor to control and
monopolize and that further investi-
gation made this a conclusive pre-
sumption of an intent to restrain trade.
He said that only the question of a
remedy remained for consideration.
Opinion by White.
Washington, D. C, May 15 At 4
o'clock Chief Justice White began to
deliver the opinion of the supreme
court in the suitover he dissolution
the Standard Oil organization.
It was Chief Justice White wlvj
had lent his voice to the re'usal of
the court to dissolve the
sugar trust when the famous Knight
case was before the court. K-- also
delivered a dissenting opinio.i when
the Northern Securities company
was dissolved by the court as being
violation of the Sherman anti-trus- t
law. I
On the Kniftit case,, the Stand iri
Oil depended largely for support; .2
the majority opinion in the Northern
Securities case the government had
founded much of its hope. It was evi-
dent that Attorney Geueral WicHer- -
sham, who had directed the govern
ment's battle during its later stages,
was not delighted when the chief
justice began, but he ' maintained
some hope of success.
Chief Justice White first went in
to an extensive recital of the facts
in the case and then held that the
court had jurisdiction over the suit,
which had been questioned y thn
Standard Oil.
Chief Justice White said from the
'bench that theetaoinmfwypaoiffiffi: !
gent as the noi of the earth. He
spoke of a "bungle" of testimony and
of law.
The only point in which the tw-- ,
sides were in accord was t.iat the
first and second sections of he Siher- -
man anti-trus- t law controlled ti'.e
case. The chief justice said
.je court
seized on this point as a basis on
which to work out a decision.
Taking up the two sections the chief
justice began consideration of the
law, promising to come later to i's
application of the present case. He
first took up the common law which
dealt with the problems raised by the
Sherman anti-trus- t law.
Story of the Case.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 15. The suit
which called forth today's decision
was instituted in 1906 in the United
States Circuit Court for the Eastern
District of Missouri. It was brought
in thA nnmo ft tha TTni taA Ofnla. Tl.
immediate ODject was t0 disso)ve tQe
Standard Oil Company of New Jer-
sey. : .
From the very beginning, the busi-ne- s
and the legal world recognized
that the suit put the Sherman Antl-Tru-
law to the most severe test to
which it had been subjected. The
law Has been on the statute books
since 1890 and had been the basis of
some eighteen suits finally passed up-
on by the supreme court of the Uni-
ted States. That the law was consti-
tutional was accepted as settled by
these decisions, but simple as the
words of the statute seemed, there
was an absence of unanimity in re-
gard to its interpretation. With that
situation confronting the government
and the defendants, the suit was be-
am with the general belief that the
entire business world would feel the
effect of the outcome of the gigantic
struggle. '
The government claimed that two
sections of the Sherman Anti Trust
law had been violated. The first
section reads as follows: :
'Every contract, combination in the
form of trust or otherwise, or con-- ,
splracy in restraint of trade or com-
merce among the several states, or
foreign nations, is hereby declared il-
legal." ; .
The second section reads:
"Every person (which subsequent-
ly was explained in the statute to in-
clude corporations) who shall mono
polize, or attempt to monopolize or
conspire with any other person or per-
sons, to monopolize, any part of trade
or commerce among the several
states, or with foreign nations, Shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.'
The Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, some seventy subsidiary cor-
porations, John D. Rockefeller, Wil-
liam Rockefeller, Henry M. Flagler,
Henry H. Rogers, John D. Archbold,
Oliver H. Payne, and Charles M. Pratt
all defendants in the suit, denied the
charges. ' ,
. Months were spent in gathering evi-
dence. The general line of attack as
shown by evidence presented by the
Washington, D. C, May 15. Rail- -
d coming within the terms of the
Safety Appliance Acts of Congress of
1893 and 1903, are under an absolute led
duty to- keep in repair . automatic he
couplers and other appliances ; pre-
scribed by law and not merely a duty
to exercise reasonable diligence in
repairing. Such was the decision to-
day of the supreme court of the Uni-
ted States. ' '
v - Story of the Case.
Washington, D. C, May 15 By an
odd coincidence, a '. number of vital
Questions concerning the scope of the
Safety Appliance Acts of Congress
came before the Supreme Court ' of
the United States about the same
time and were heard together.
One of these arose in the suir of
F. M. iDelk, brakeman of the StLouis
and San Francisco Railroad Com
pany, for injuries suffered while at
tempting to manipulate a defective
coupler of a car on a switch in Mem-
phis,
to
Tenn. The UnitedStates Cir
cuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit finally decided against Delk
on the ground that whle the railroad
was under an absolute duty to equip
cars with automatic couplers and
other appliances required by the Safe-
ty Appliance Acts, yet it was only un-
der the common law duty to exercise
reasonable diligence when it came
to repairing the appliances. Delk had
contended that the acts changed the
common law duty so as to make the
railroads absolutely liable for not re-
pairing appliances required by the
statutes, as well as for not equipping
cars with the appliances.
The direct reverse of this holding
was announced by the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit, when the . United
States sought to recover from the Chi-
cago, Burlington & Quincy Railway
Company $100 for each of four alleged
violations of "the acts;. There it was
held that the railway company was
under an absolute obligation to keep
the safety appliances with which
their cars must be equipped in repair.
The railroad claimed that the court
held them liable, notwithstanding the
company did not know its. cars were
out of repair and had no intention to
violate the law.
Another question was passed upon
by the United States District Courfof
Colorado, when it held that the Colo-
rado and Northwestern Railroad Com-
pany, a narrow gauge railroad entire-
ly within Boulder county, Colo., and
said to be using locomotives and cars
equipped with the old link and pin
couplers was liable to the government
for a violation of the law. In so doing
the court held that it was not neces
sary to order to bring a connecting
carrier within the Safety Appliance
Acta for It to have an arrangement for
a continuous transportation or shin- -
ment with the preceding carrier. The
courts had always held that such had
been necessary to bring a carrier
within the interstate commerce act
of. 1887, v
The United States District Court
for Northern Alabama went even a
step further. It held that the United
States was entitled to a penalty from
the Southern Railway Company for
alleged violation of the Safety Appli-
ance law in a oase where a shipment
originating and ' ending within the
state of Alabama, was carried in a
car not properly eqslpped. The
court held that this was-- violation of
the law because tha car was :" nsed
sometimes for interstate commerce,
and therefore was an instrumentality
oi interstate commerce. ' "
EXTORTED FROM WOMEN
IN RESTRICTED DISTRICT.
Merely Another Incident to 8how That
Legalized Vice and Segregation
Breed Corruption.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco,1 Calif., May 15.
Sergeant of Police Peter Fannlngan,
detailed as messenger to the mayor.
was indicted today on charges of ex-
tortion in connection with the investi-
gation of the municipal clinic in .the
restricted district of this city. The in-
dictment chargeB use of his official po
sition to extort money from the wom-
en of the district. '
INDIAN NOT YET'
EQUAL TO WHITE MAN.
U. 8. Supreme Court Holds That He
Must Submit to Restrictions ,
' Imposed on Him. '
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington May 15. Three centu
ries of civilization have not brought
the. full blood Indian, to-th- e point
where his rights are equal to those
of the white man. Such was the de-
cision today of the supreme court of
the United States In holding consti
tutional the twenty-liv- e year restric
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico City, Mex., May 13. Peace
again loomed big on the horizon of
Mexico's internal affairs today, and
foreign minister pe La Barra, as of
started for the National Palace, to
remark: "We believe that we are
making great progress toward
peace." to
Will Abandon Hermosillo.
Nogales, Sonora, "Max., May 15.
Passengers on a train which arrived
here from Guaymas 'early today re-
port that the Mexican, government ap-
parently
inhas determined to abandon
Hermosillo to the insurrectos and to
make' its last stand in Sonora at the
rt of Guaymas. Colonel Diaz com
manding the garrison that evacuated
Agua Prieta, succeeded in reaching
Hermosillo but continued on to the
seaport city. There, has been a gen-
eral withdrawal of troops from other
points. . These forces are proceeding
Guaymas. '
Hermosillo Evacuated.
Hermosillo, May 15. Hermosillo
the capital of the state of Sonora, was
evacuated today by the federal troops.
General Luis E. Torres, military gov-
ernor of Sonora, departed on a special
train with the garrison of 500 men
for Guaymas. -
Pecos Negotiations Resumed.
El Paso, Texas, May 15. The end
of the revolution in ' Mexico seems
near. Judge uaroajai, reueral peace
commissioner, this morning received
telegraphic instructions from Mexi-
co City to proceed with the peace ne-
gotiations along the lines proposed bj
Rafael- Hernandez ,'. yesterday and
which were based upon Madero's de-
mands.
.j
The telegram to Judge Carabajal is
believed to be signed j by President
Diaz himself and it is. rumored con-
tains a formal acceptance by the
president of Madero's suggestions.
Without doubt formai peace negoti
ations will be immediately resumed.
Shortly after receipt of- - the mes-
sage from Mexico City Judge Carba-ja- l
got into communication with Dr
Vasquez Gomez, confidential agent ol
the Maderos.
It seems probable that before
nightfall representatives of the rev-
olutionists and of the federal govern-
ment will take up the problem of
restoring peace to their , unhappy
country.
State of Sonora Abandoned.
Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico, May 15.
The state of Sonora is being aban-
doned to the rebels and federal troops
concentrated in Mexico City. Colonel
Diaz arrived here today with 500
men from Agua Prieta and began em-
barking his force on a steamer. Ke
will proceed to Manzanillo, thence
over the Tehuantepec railroad to
Mexico City. .
Sonora Abandoned to Rebels.
Naco, Sonora, May 15. General
Lomeli, provisional governor of Sond-ra- ,
is sending rebel troops from Agua
Prieta westward and southward as
fast as they can be armed and equip-
ped. One force will arrive here to-
day to take possession of and garri-
son, the town. A small garrison will
remain at Cananea, and ..the other in-
surrectos in this district will proceed
to Nogales, and Hermosillo to rein
force Cabral preparatory to ' attacks
upon those cities.
OIIS
BLUE JACKETS
Never Was Any Other Nation
Thus Received by Men
of Nippon ;
PARTIES BAHQUETS GALORE
Yokahoma Flutters With Flags
and Is Bright With Colors
Today. .
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Yokohama, Japan, May 15. The city
is bright with the colors of America
and Japan in honor of 600 American
bluejackets from the Asiatic fleet, who
are guests today of Yokohama.
This afternoon the mayor gave a
garden party which was attended by
50 officers and 500 visiting sailors.
Tonight he gave a dinner for Admi
ral Hubbard at which officers of both
navies were present besides members
of the American embassy and 200 na
tive and American residents of the
city. .v'..
Expressions of mutual regard were
exchanged by the speakers..
The functions arranged for the en-
tertainment of the visitors are much
more elaborate than any. with which
the naval representatives of any othar
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) '
Hong Kong, May 15. Thera are i
alarmine rumors nf a rovnlntinnarv i
uprising at Canton and surrounding
districts planned for tomorrow. Tens
of thousands of persons are fleeing
to this city.
Rebels Well Financed.
Hong Kong, May 15. The revolt is
said to cover a wide area and to be
led by relatives of high officials edu-
cated in Japan. More than $1,000,000
said to be available to the rebels.
Leaders declare ' they have enough
dynamite to blow up the city of Can-
ton.
Decapitations of rebels and suspects
occur daily in Canton. Relatives do
not dare remove the bodies from the
streets and as a result there is a hoi of
rible situation.
British, French, German, American
and Itafian gunboats are now oft Can-
ton.
The political unrest is genera,
throughout south China and tomorrow
awaited with apprehension.
MRS. TAFT REPORTED TO inBE MUCH BETTER.
Her Illness Interrupted President's
Trip But He Returned to Wash-
ington This Morning.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, May 15. Mrs. Taft,
whose sudden illness interrupted the
president's plans, and brought him
hurriedly to her bedside yesterday
from Harrisburg, Pa., was much better
today and President Taft started for
Washington at 10:08 o'clock. Mrs.
Taft's Illness was said to be a recur-
rence of the nervous trouble from
which she suffered two years ago.
Mrs. Taft Much Better.
Washington, May 15. President
Taft returned to Washington at 3:15
p. m. He found a message awaiting
him saying that Mrs. Taft had shown
marked improvement during the day.
PUBLIC SCHOOL j
!
C0I1GEINI
Next Week in Part Given to
Annual Graduation
Exercises
ADDRESS BINE ROBERTS
Exhibition of Work to Be Made
to Be Kept For Educational
Association.
As there is only one more week of ,
school after this' pupils and teachers
are very busy with the final reviews
and examinations. In addition to the
every day work, the freshmen are
preparing their declamations, the
sophomores are working had on their
final essays, the juniors are rehears-
ing their orations which will be de-
livered Wednesday, May 24th, and
the seniors are practicing their elass
play, "Untangling Tony,' for class
night. May '25th. In addition to the
play on class- - night, Miss Josephine
Cunningham wil give the "Class His-
tory," John Windsor "The Class
Will," Miss Maud Palmer "The Class
Poem," and Miss Nellie " Harrison
"The Class Phophecy," Miss Virgin-
ian L. Bean, the musical director, will
furnish the music for the occasiou.
On Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock will
occur the graduating exercises of the
eight grade from Mrs. EJliott's room.
On Friday night, May 26, will be
the final graduating exercises of the
senior class consisting of Josephine
Cunningham, Nellie Friday, Dorothy
Griffin, Nellie Harrison, Felicitus
Kaune, Maude Palmer, Harold Ste-
phens, and John Vindsor. Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts,-presiden- t of the Nor-
mal University at Las Vegas, will
give the class address. Miss Bean
will furnish the music for the occa
sion assisted by the Glee Club as on
class night. The examinations will
begin in the high school on Monday,
the 22nd, and continue until all are
through. An exhibition of school
work will be put up on the walls for
the inspection of the public. At the
close of school this Work will be tan- -
en down and carefullv boxed nnrn
the first week in November when it
will be put up again in connection
withx other school work from all over
the territory, as at that time will be
held in Santa Fe the New Mexico
Educational Association instead of
during the Christmas holidays as in
years past. . All the exercises referred
to above are free to the public except
the Class Play on" class night to
which a small admission will be
charged to defray the expenses and
probably add a little to the library
fund.
j Der oi interesting cases which show- -
fed clever work on the part of th
t prosecution.
r, . Carl Eklund pleaded guilty to con- -
splracy in two cases and was fined
j $500. Charles W. B. Bryce pleaded
guilty to perjury and was fined $500
J and given six months in the penlten
3 tiary, but the sentence was suspend
jk-e- upon payment of the fine. Dom
inick Casson pleaded guilty to conspi
racy In two cases and was fined $400.
Land Contests.
"It may be safe to say that fully
50 per cent of those who are now
nuking application to 'prove up' ontheir claims - under the fourteen
Continued onPags tits.) Continued on Pact Four.tion on the sale of the Indian lands. (Continued om. Face Four.)
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oners to escape, sentence 3 months in
jail. Jack Gerrard, impersonating an
officer, sentence 4 months in jail. FOLEY'S
HONEY-T-ARThe Little Store Established 1856. Incorporated 1903
SELIGIN BROS. CD
iBREAD
FOR ALL COUGHS A?:D COLDS
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
tickling in the throat. Especially
recommended for children and
delicate persons. No opiates. A
medicine, not a narcotic- - The
Bee Hive on the carton is the
mark of the genuine. Refuse
substitutes.
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.,
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
more than the best. He writes us, !
"All fhn.a tTint hrmfrlif ttilnlr ft Ka
DENVER
The Best I Know
TRY Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR. HOME
.ni luvot f "" " n " " i. tu.un. it 'the best for coughs and colds they p.
ever had and I think it is still morejJJ
ER GROCERY GO.
Southern Corner Plaza,
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets Rugs
In Every Loaf"
IT
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
small but extremely powerful, makes
plant out of any windmill pump.
Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim
Curtains
ft
Phone No. 36 $
ft
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
LOUIS NAPOLEON
Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE 191 BLACK
P. O. Box 219
The Simplest and
Constructed. Its
a power pumping
ANY BOY
CAN RUN rTHIS !
ENGINE.
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
Price $70.00 f o b Madison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
work. For sale by
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M.
Battle Near Anthony.
Edward Goss and L. Steidman were
arrested in the bosque on Maple's
ranch near La Union, Dona Ana coun-
ty. Goss and Steidman, it is said,
had a quarrel with Maple's foreman,
and tried to shoot him. A e
battle ensued, the only damage
done was a few holes through the
ranch house. Deputy sheriff Jeffries
and two ranch hands went to the
bosque after dark and arrested the
men. Sheriff Feilpe Lucero placed
them in the county jail at Las Cruces.
Thieves Rob Homesteader's Home.
Thieves entered the home and rob-
ber Mrs. McDonald at Grady, Quay
county, of about $25, driving Mrs. Mc- - j
Donald and children from home, ran-
sacking the house of valuables. Mrs.
McDonald said that about 9 o'clock,
she heard men talking at the door as
to the best way of gaining entrance
and possession. She became fright-
ened, gathering up a few clothes, she
and children fled to the home of L.
T. Hall, who came up the next morn-
ing and found several crowbars and
other articles with which to gain en-
trance.
Tried to Run Away.
One of the boys at the Reform
school at Springer, Colfax county,
made a record sprint from the insti-
tution in the hopes of gaining liberty,
which he Tealizes now is an impossi-
bility before his term expires. For his
break he no doubt loses some credit
and will be deprived of some of the lib-
erties that have heretofore been allow-
ed him. He was sent out into towif
on an errand, but proceeded toward
the river on a run. He was caDtured
before he had proceeded far and was
returned to the institution, where he
now has less liberty, ana less trust is
placed in him.
Syrians Naturalized.
Antonio Assad Harp, a native of El
Dimin, Syria, and a subject of Meh-me-d
V., Sultan of Turkey, made his
preliminary application at Albuquer-
que to forbear allegiance as a Turk-
ish subject and become a citizen of
the United States. He gave his age
as 33 and stated that he came to the
United States in 1908. Shortly after
this Joseph Mike Mahboub, also a
subject of the same liege lord evi
denced his intention of taking out his
final papers at the next term of the
Bernalillo district court. He stated
that he was a native of Van, Syria,
and had come to the United States in
1S89.
District Court at Albuquerque,
Judge Ira ( A. Abbott, sitting in
chambers at Albuquerque, dismissed
the divorce suit of Baca vs. Baca
filed some time ago. The suit was
dismissed on agreement of parties to
the cause, flenry Becker, who is
awaiting the action of the grand Jury
on a charge of larcny, was released
by Judge Abbott on his own recog-
nizance in the sum of $250. The case
of the Victor American Fuel company
against the Rocky Cliff Coal company
from McKinley county was also dis-
missed upon agreement. The case
was instituted some time ago on the
claim of the Victor people that the
Rocky Cliff company was taking out
coal from their mine in Gallup from
the vein which belonged to the Vic-
tor company. The matter was set-
tled out of court and hence the order
of dismissal. The report of the spec-
ial master in the case of Ben Bothe
and Anna Bothe, his wife, which re-
sulted in the sale of the Bothe prop-
erty on the 10th instant to Charles
W. Kunz for $2,718 costs and a second
mortgage of $2,700, was approved and
the deed to the property delivered to
Kunz.
Big Irrigation Merger.
The big irrigated land merger in
Colfax county, which has been hang-
ing fire for several months, and com
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to euro
any case or Itching. l!lind, Bleeding or Vr)
trudlng Piles in 6 to 34 days or moneyWe.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
La Salle Restaurtan
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
Phone Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
A LITANY OF EVERY DAY.
By Sharlot M. Hall; from "Cactus
and Pine;" Published by Sher-
man, French and Company
Boston, Mass.
Not that there be less to bear,
Not that there be more to share;
But for braver heart for bearing,
But for freer heart for sharing,
Here I pray.
Not for scenes of richer beauty,
Not for paths of lighter duty;
But for clearer eyes for seeing.
Gentler hands, more patient being,
Every day.
Not that joy and peace enfold me,
Not that wealth and pleasure hold
me;
But that I may dry a tear,
Speak a word of strength and cheer
On the way.
Not that I may sit apart,
Housed from hurt of fling and smart;
But that in the press and throng
I may keep a courage strong.
Here I pray.
Not that I at se,t of sun
Measure deed of greatness done;
But that when my feet shall pass
To my low tent in the grass
One may say
Speed thee well, Oh, friend, who
gave
Freely all thy heart did crave;
Love and truth and tenderness
Faith and trust and kindliness
In thy day."
AROUND THE STATE !
Seven Cases Scarlet Fever.
Dr. C. W. Gerber, the Las Cruces
health officer, reports that there are
still seven known cases of scarlet
fever in that town.
New Collection Clerk.
Francisco Lucero will fill the po
sition of Edwin Lyon, who 'will leave
Las Cruces soon for West Point, as
collector of the Bowman Bank &
Trust company. He is the son of
Sheriff Lucero.
Jones Out on Bail.
The case against S. Homer Jones,
who is charged with the shooting of
his partner, Edward Gardner, at Tai-bai- n
on the 25th day of April, has
undergone a material change, and
Jones was released on $2,000 bail.
Gardner is recovering and declares
Jones did not shoot him.
Conference Meets at Magdalena.
The Albuquerque district conference
of the M. E. Church, South, will con
vene in Magdalena, Socorro county,
Thursday, May 25, and will continue
its sessions until Sunday. About 12
preachers and a few lay delegates are
expected to be in attendance. The
Woman's Home Mission Society of
the district will nmet at the same
time.
Mendoza Bound Over.
Jose Jesus Mendoza, who was ar-
rested in El Paso charged with pass
ing checks on which the name ol
Martin and Goldbaum, mining opera-
tors in the Organ mining district, had
been forged, was given a preliminary
hearing before Justice of the Peace
Manuel Lopez at Las Cruces, and
was Lcund over to await the action
o! the grand jury.
Scarlet Fever at Socorro.
There are two cases of scarlet
fever in Socorro at the present time.
Ruth, the youngest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. O. Bursum, is one of the pa-
tients, and Robert, young son of Mrs.
E. K. Hilton, is the other. Both resi
dences are strictly quarantined, so
tnat there is no danger that the dis
ease will be communicated to others."
Socorro Chieftain.
Selling Alfalfa.
During the past six days 624 tons
of Pecos valley alfalfa have been
shipped from Artesia to points in
Texas, Louisiana, 'Mississippi and
Alabama. No hay was sold to the
shippers for less than $10 per ' ton,
some of the choicest went for $11 per
ton. This price for the first cuttingis remarkable. Last year hay start-
ed off at $7.
Lincoln County Court
Five pleas of guilty have been en-
tered so far and sentences of the court
passed at Carrizozo, Lincoln county.
They are as follows: Charles Bell,
larceny of horse: sentence 3 to 5
years in penitentiary.- - Pablo Warner,
burglary; sentence 3 to 4 years in re-
form school. Casimiro Ramirez, burg-
lary, sentence 4 to 5 years in peni
tentiary. Simon Sals, assisting pris--
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
man me uesi. uur Dauy naa a oaa
cold and it cured him in one day.
Please a,ccept thanks." Sold by all
druggists.
prising the lands of the French Land
& Irrigation Co., the Springer Ditch
Co., and other holdings, being about
100,000 acres of irrigated land, it is
learned, is about to be consummated.
Captain William French, one of the
owners and representing the Frencn
tract, and representatives of the oth-
er large interests, are in Chicago this
week, where it is said the big deal
will be closed. The new company is
made up principally of German cap-
ital and will be operated under one
head, making it one of the largest ir-
rigated lands companies in the Unit-
ed States. To float this enormous en-
terprise, complete the projects well
under way by various companies that
will be merged and carry out the
plans contemplated by the new com-
pany, will require several million dol
lars and several years to do the work.
11 win eventually mean hundreds of
more good farms, thrifty farmers and
a million and more dollars in taxable
wealth for Colfax county. It will
mean better towns, better and more
substantial real estate values, better
market facilities and better condi-
tions generally.
DEMOCRATIC EXTRAVAGANCE
RUNS RIOT IN COLORADO.
Denver, Colo., May 15. Governor
John F. Shafroth affixed his signature
to the long appropriation bill, thereby
making the funds for the expenses of
the state in all departments for two
years available. The bill is in excess
of any appropriation bill for many
years by about $400,000.
$100 Reward $100.
Tha ronriora nt ihta nan. will Ka
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science
has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
iy, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials. ' Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will- - be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-
days" and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Ask Yourselves
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. We have built up a
reputation for doing high-clas-s work
in a short time and at a very moderate
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you before
hand of complete satisfaction.
101 Washington Ave
Julius Muralter
TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington, Avenues
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
' WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
If Its Hardware We Have it Phone 14The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe Phone 14.
oalPhone Black45 WHOLESALEAND RETAILLEO HERSCH Wood
Lump
EATON
Yankee
CERRILL06Screened
Anthracite Coal all Sizes,Eugenio " Sawed Wood and Kindling.
EOTttiTEE! CAPITAL COAL YARD;
Telephone 85 Telephone 85LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAn CATC Improved and unimproved City Property, Orcbards
rUl JAIX aid RancLes; Also a number of tbe finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in fheEspanoIa Valley with tbe Very Best of water rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnque at a Bargain.
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Phone Red 100 Phone Red 100
TH0VUS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.
Phone Black
4
Romero
Lump, nut and
mine run coal
$1,500
for all makes
SUPPLIES.
Palace Ave.
Modern Residences for
Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Rent.
103
Palace Ave.
STABLE
Pi i ii J
R M. JONES.RIDE IN THE MOON
LIVERY
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle
c&L,Phone930 H.P. We repair and care
GASOLINE AND
CHAS. CLOSSON DrAmSANTA FE GARAGE
look's Pharmacy look's Pharmacy
MARCH - WINDS - CHAPS
Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less (annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kfcd of weather.
Phone 213Phone 213
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LTHE triEVERY NATIONREPRESENTED PL EX BLOCKVOOD YS HACK LINEPromBARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles ihorter than any ottar
war. Good covered back and good
teams.
Aerial Transportation
REAPING BENEFIT.
From the Experience of Santa Fe
People.
We are fortunate inaeea to be able
to profit by the experience ot ur
neighbors. The public utterances of
Santa Fe residents on the following
subject will interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this
statement. No better proof can be
bad.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful
for the benefit I have received from
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for me
to do work on account of pains in my
loins and any sudden movement ag-
gravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
void the kidney secretions and the
passages were scanty and painful.
Public statements given by local peo-
ple who had used Doan's Kidney Pills
with benefit, Induced me to try them.
( found relief at once and by the time
I had used one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now nor-
mal and I feel better in every way.
I have great faith in the curative
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
TRIPLEX BLOCKS
"Brown-hoist- "
trolleys and run-
ning on an overhead track
have reduced the problems
of short lifts and hauls
to the simplest form.
-- With this system, one
man, alone, can lift and
move all loads up to ten
tons twenty if necessary.
We furnish and install
the complete system and
shall be glad to make up
estimates for any problem,
whatever its character or
wherever it may be.
Aerial Transportation
reduces labor cost, in-
creases output and insures
you against all accidents
in handling.
Svmxy milng dent s alc 2?jl
FARE S3? S5.00
We Have Built Up
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have OTry
modern facility for furnishing tat
veir beat rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the vsry best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
V,Te will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.
Charles W. Dudrow
PIAN05
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman- n Co.
Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past Write us today and tell us thut you arc interested in
Aerial Transportation.
TRIPLEX J 16 Sizes: One-quart- er of a ton to forty tons.
BLOCKS 300 Active Stocks : all over the United States.
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N CO.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CIRI0 CO.
The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
Also Duplex Blocks, Differential Blocks and Electric Hoists
The Makers yale) U. S. A.9 Murray Street,New York,
Washington San Francisco
Locks. Padlocks. Builders' Hardware,
Door Checks and Chain Hoists
University of New Mexico.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Summer School, 1911.
Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal-subjec- ts offered: Gener-
al History, English Literature, Phy-
sics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
Modern Languages.
Specialj5ouraes for High School In- -
structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
PEE FOR THE COURSE: Five
Dollars. (Exclusive of Laboratory
Fees.)
Circular jf Information on applica-tion to the Registrar of the Univer-- '
j sity.
Fourth Session of Internatio
nal Union For the Protec-
tion Industrial Property
IN CONFERENCEjm WEEKS
Established in 1883 It Meets To-
day in Capital of the
United States.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, May 15 With every
nation on earth represented for the
first time since Its establishment in
1883, the International Union for
the Protection of Industrial Property
began its fourth conference here to-
day to consider many new industrial
problems which Lave arisen either
drectly or indirectly from patent and
trade-mar- k laws.
The attention of the entire in-
dustrial world will be directed toward
this gathering, which may continue
six weeks. The conference is ex-
pected to negotiate many treaties af-
fecting various industrial problems.
It. is known that there will he seven
propositions in the form of proposed
treaties subm aed by six countries
as soon as the Congress is organized.
The nature of these propositions will
be kept secret until made public by
the delegates of the various countries.
Great Britain has g'ven notice of two
proposed treaties, while one each
will be submitted by France, Ger-
many, Netherlands, Sweden, and
Switzerland. It' is likely also that
the International Bureau at Berne,
which is maintained as a sort of bu-
reau of information by the nations
signatory to the Treaty of Paris and
subsequent treaties, may advance
several questions for discussion.
The program today included the
presentation of the credentials of del-
egates and other routine matters in-
cident to organization. All of the
proceedings of the conference are
conducted in French and are kept sec-
ret.
Speeches of welcome will be de-
livered tomorrow by Secretary of
State Knox and Secretary of the In-
terior Fisher.
Delegates to the meeting have full
plenary powers, including authority
to draft and sign treaties and agree-
ments, in the names of the countries
they represent. In nearly every in-
stance the chairman 'of .the delega-
tion is the highest diplomatic officer
of his country now in the United
States.
While this meeting is called the
"fourth one of revision," it is in real-
ity the sixth meeting. The Interna-
tional Tjnion was organized in Paris
in 1883. The second conference was
in Rome in 1885, th,e third in Madrid
in 1891 and the fourth in Brussels in
1897 and the fifth at the same place
in 1900. The delegates to the 1897
Congress were not empowered to sign
the treaties enacted, and, therefore,
the second Brussels conference was
necessary.
There are eighteen nations in ad
dition to the United States now ad
herent to the treaty of Paris and sub
sequent conventions. All of them
eageny signified their intention to
send delegates. They are Belgium.
Denmark, Great Britain, Japan. Nor
way Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy,
r ranee. Tunis, although nnw
France, sends a separate delegation.
Portugal, Sweden, Dominican Renub- -
lic, Germany, Austria Hungary. Mex
ico and Spain.
The following nations which were
to any of the previous
conventions, but who accepted theinvitation to attend this conference.
making it the first one at which
every nation has been represented.
are the Dominion of Canada, Chili,Costa Rica Greece, Hay ti, ; Panama!
raraguay, Persia, Russia, Slam. Sal-
vador, Uruguay, Columbia, Ecuador,
Honduras, Liberia, and Peru. These
nations are expected to become a
part of the International Union t
the Washington Coneresk ttf.hi
they do they have no right to vote
upon any of the propositions but
may discuss them at win.
Commissioner, of Patents, Edward
Bruce Moore, as head of the Ameri-
can delegation automatically, became
president of the present conference,but according to custom he will, after
the delivery of his speech of wel-
come place before the congress the
name of one of the participants who
will be voted on by the delegation,The other members of the American
delegation are Charles H. Duell, of
New York; Frederick P. Fish, of
Boston; Melville church, of Washing-
ton. D. C; and Robert H. Parkinson,
of Chicago.
Many entertainments , hnve ; been
arranged for the delegates to the con-
ference during the time the confer
ence is in session.- -
RAIN AND HAIL
CAME AT LAST.
rarmers ana urcnardistt Were De
lighted with 8hower of Yes--v
terday Afternoon.
Not a tidal wave nor earthquake
and much less than conflagration as
predicted, but a first class rain atorra
with hail, thunder and lightning as
accompaniment, visited ., Santa Fe
yesterday afternoon.
' And within an hour after the storm
the green lawns looked deliehtful.
The hail was scarcely large enoughtc do damage to fruit trees, It is
thought. , V. A;.'.v'' ; ,
Surely a bumper crop for New Mex-
ico this year, even If statehood has to
be delayed until the summer of 1912.
K you want anything on earth trja New llexloaa Wamt At.
000 tons of ore mined and stored in produced in the same period. The
stock piles. The stripping of the past week 70S tons of ore were stam-Romer- o
and Chino sections has been
'ped; concentrates, 65 sacks. WorkMINES AND MINING
Truchas Will Broome, after spend-
ing a day in Santa Fe on business,
has returned to his mica mine near
Truchas, in the southeastern corner
of Rio Arriba county and on the
Pecos forest. Mr. Broome ha3 laid
New York, sole agents for the Unit
ed States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line t Vaughn tor "Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roe-we-ll
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Ros- -
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-
mobile by wire. J. W. ffockard.
PIANOS
ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Leamard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
isfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.
1900
I
$
ft
B. P. Williams
of horses & equipment formerly i
continue to operate it as a FIRST ft
ready at all times of day or nfeht
of a rig you may want. I will $
FRANCISCO ST.
Santa Fe; N.M.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Srathwest"
Ranked bv United States War Denart
nent as "Distinruisbed lostitutlos."
Army officers detailed by War Depart
meat
Tboroufh Academic course, prepariai
jvwmi Ben ivt coiiege or Dgsuess Die.
oreit aaoBit or tyea air work. Health
lest locatiM of my Military Scbool ia
the Mot. f Located, la Ik beiotifil
Pecos ViBey, the prde spot or the
West-a- t M elmtiaa of MM Im ahnva
seateveL sMshiae every day, bit little
rrow gnnar sessioa.
Foirtetn Officers aad hstractors, ill
fndnatei froa standard eastern colkf ei?" pMbn, tiwoirhly fgraisM
ana, nfauo atf dera all rts
pects.
IEGENTS"E A. CAR!tN tiwtiW
K V PreUdeH;
-
, r.
W.M.ATkiS0 Secretary,
aad W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated cata
lone address. : CoL JAS. w. wu oin
Saperiflteifeal
oare a leage oi mica iuu ieei long ; armua) rel,ort up to Marcn j A1, pay.from which he is taking mica that j ments on mining lands have been
can be cut into large panes. He has ; ma(ie and tnis feature has now beenlocated four claims and is making ar-- j practically settled, the company
to ship from Lyden on inE 2.S2 acres of minerals lands Ad- -
I IRA MORGAN
so far advanced that operations on
those areas have been curtailed until
such time as we begin sending ore
to the mill. The ore bodies already
uncovered and prepared for steam
shovel mining will supply tonnage for
the mill for about three years and
there will, consequently, be no diff-
iculty in keeping stripping operations
well ahead of ore extraction."
The mill is being built in three sec-
tions of 1000 tons capacity each. The
steel building for the main bodies is
completed, practically all the ma-
chinery for the entire plant is on the
ground, and that for the tirst section
of the mill is being set in place. It
is estimated that one section of the
mill will be in commission by the
middle of July and that the remain-
ing sections can be completed and
put In operation at intervals of 45
days thereafter.
Favorable contracts have been
made with the Santa Fe railroad for
the transportation of ores and con-
centrates, and with the American
Smelting & Refining company for the
smelting of concentrates.
"All phases of the work are pro
gressing in such a way that there
the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
E;ght miles of the distance is over
trail, while the remaining twenty
miles are good wagon road.
Kelly The tunnel being driven on
the Lynchburg at Kelly, Socorro
county, is in over 500 feet. They
have encountered the shale and are
expecting ore. The Germany has
drifted about 150 feet on the new
Emy
Successor to
lo v
I have purchased the entire stock
owned by B. P. Williams and will
CLASS LIVERY where we will be
to furnish you with any kind
strike' and it appears to continue. It jnage of the present plant, as stated in
has turned and prospect work is our annual report."
being done in the shale. The leasers j f,, (0 March 1st, 408 churn drill
will start development work on the nolea 1)ave been completed with a
on Monday. Preparations ; ta! footage of 150,545 feet. The aver- -
are being made to start work in the.rage depth of holes is 382 feet: then deavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit (:
our patronafe. . : : :: :: ft
of Yale Products
Local Officei; Chicago Boston
will be the most voluminous ever
taken from a trial court to a higher
court in New Mexico.
Grant County Chino issues an in-
terim report covering operations at
the proierty from the date of the last
ditional lands have been bought in
connection with a mill site and water
works. "All applications for the
privilege of use of water rights re-
quired for milling purposes and for
the diversion of them to our mill site
have been approved by the proper
territorial officials, and our rights are
therefore secure to sufficient water to
provide for at least double the ton- -
average thickness of ore 107 feet: the
'
average thickness of capping, 82 feet,
j ' Estimating the ore on a steam
shovel basis, that is, including the
, slopes that will follow the operation
of steam shovels, there has been fill- -
. ly and partially developed 45,238,231
tons averaging 2.3 per cent copper,
Of this quantity, something more
than 32,000,000 tons will be mined by
steam shovel.
Seven drills are now being used in
development and "recent scout drill-
ing has indicated an extension of the
ore body of about 1,500 feet to the
west and 1,000 feet to the south of
j the' present develouaient area, ' and
while we do not expect in the future
such rapid additions to the tonnage
as have applied to the period under
discussion in this report, we know
that very substantial additions will
be made in the areas which have
been prospected in a limited way, and
that there will remain very large
areas of promising ground which has
not been prospected at all."
Very little underground develop-
ment has been done; it will not be
necessary to do any underground
mining at all until the ores from the
steam shovel areas developed are ex
tracted, and all mining ' for a great
many years can, therefore, be done
with shovels.
Four 90-to- n and one 40-to- n steel
shovels are now in operation and this
is sufficient equipment to provide
stripping and mining capacity for the
mill now in process of erection,
though a little rolling stock will be
necessary. ' i
"Up to March 1st, 334,000 yards of
stripping had been moved and 134,
will be nothing to prevent continuous i Montana, Utah and Wyoming, found
and profitable operation as soon as j on geologic examination not to con-th- e
first section of the mill is com- - i tain coal, were restored to the public
pleted and the entire plant should be domain.AT 310 SAN
Phone 139 Red
in the main tunnel west has thus far
failed to determine the extent of the
large body of rich ore' recently en-
countered.
Following a trial of several months
of suspending operations on Sundays
on the Deadwood, which plan was
found to be highly impracticable, this
company is now running its plant
continuously during the seven days
ot the week, with a corresponding in-
crease in production.
The Oaks Company made a good
start on the tunnel last week. A
wagon road is being constructed to
the site.
Government Coal Land Valued.
The work done in connection with
the conservation of mineral resources
of the public domain by the United
States Geological Survey in April
shows Borne interesting values. In
the work of coal classification, 578,-05- 4
acres were appraised as coal land
with a value of $11,327,538, and 520,-89- 4
acres were recommended for res-
toration as noncoal land.
During April 1,799,609 acres of land
in New Mexico, believed to be under-
lain with coal, were withdrawn, and
830,422 acres of coal land in Colorado
Great Areas Underlain by Coal.
Government coal land Is classified
by the United States Geological Sur-
vey as "coal land" only if the coal
formation lies at what is considered
under present conditions in this coun-
try a minable oepth. In the deter-
mination of this depth the character
of the coal is considered, the maxi-
mum depth being 3.000 feet for the
highest grades of coal and less for
tne poorer qualities. Thus it hail
pens that large areas known to be
underlain with fine coal beds, but at
depths of perhaps 3,500 or .,,000 feet.
are classified as "noncoal land."
Some day, in the distant future, of
course, these beds may be mined. In
foreign countries coal mines often
run below the 3,000 foot depth, the
deepest mine in Belgium, for ex- -
ample, being only a few feet short of
j 4.000 feet. Just what may be the
acreage and tonnage of the coal
beds of the United States which are
below the ' maximum depth" have
occurring above this depth is esti-
mated by the Geological Survey , in
round numbers at 2,000 billion tons. 1
Less than 11 billion tons have already
been mined. In 1910 the production
was a little short of halt : a billion
tons, drawn, however, largely from
the higher grades of coal. A large'
proportion of the 2,000 bullion tons of
the coal reserve consists of the com--
Contiued on Page Six
in operation by the first of Novem--
ber."
Sierra County The U. S. Treas
ury mine at Chloride is showing signs
of resuming operations in the near
future. The water has been taken
out of the mine and things straighten-
ed out for operation.
It is reported that work has been
resumed on the Templar mine on
North Percha in the Kingston dist--
rict; that men are at work retimber- -
ing the long main tunnels which con- -
nects with the ore bodies.
The Moaollons The April tonnage
or ore treated at the Socorro mine
was 3,800 tons, yielding the normal
amount of concentrates In round
figures, the bullion recovery of
precious metals amounted to 40,000
troy ounces. The average saving of
values for the month was better than
93 per cent. Contractors are making
good progress on the 700-fo- level
and the ore body is said to be increas -
ing daily in size and value.
Sleeper tunnel.
Dona Ana County The litigation in -
volvlng the famous Torpedo mine in
the Organ mountains west of Las
Cruces, was up before Judge Abbott
at Albuquerque for additional hearing
and the court took action in the case.
On April 25 last a hearing was had
on the judgment and findings of fact
which had been held over from the
previous February. The style of the
case's is J. G. Dailey and F. F. Villa-rea- l
(known as the Zac Metal com-
pany) against Nat C. Foster, involv-
ing a question of stockholders' lia-
bility, and J. G. Dailey and F. F. Vil- -
lareal (known as the Zac Metal com- -
pany) against George E. Fitzgerald
Nat C. Foster and Frank Helmar, as
the Torpedo copper company. After
hearing a motion to the first
case for the purpose of introducing
additional testimony, Judge . Abbott
refused the motion and dismissed the
case. In the second case, however,
the judgment aud findings of fact
were again taken up and a judgment
of $23,641.31 was entered against the
parties known as the Torpedo Copper
company. The cases are intemingled
Inasmuch as they involve some of
the same tracts and the same pro-
perty which has a prospective value
of more than $2,00a,000; the prop-
osition of law involved 14 the second
case being a mining - partnership.
Both cases will ,go to the higher
courts as soon as the briefs are made
up. The papers In .he case submit-
ted to the court already run to near-
ly a thousand pages, and when the
proceedings are finished In the lower
courts ready for the appeal to the
higher courts it is likely the briefs
The machine drills recently instal-- ; "ot been estimated, but they are
in the Treasure mine are giving j doubtedly large. However, the coal
u.
good satisfaction. Two shifts are
at work employing about 30 men. The
mill is treating from 35 to 40 tons
daily, with a good average recovery.
It is said the tonnage will later be
increased. The hydro-electri- c plant
ii furnishing ample current for both
mine and mill.
The clean-u- p for the last ten days
of April in the Ernestine amounted
to 7,484 troy ounces gold and silver
bullion; 6 tons concentrates - were
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be suffered great pain in his left lee.SAXTA JE NEW MEXICAN
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I. A. mxniES, VkafKtitnt,
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Editor and President. and Superintendent.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r.
er at the Santa Pe Postoffice.
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPANY
AGENTS
Santa Fe, New Mexico
THE CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Entered as Second Class Matt
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier..., .75
Daily, per month, by mail .65
Oaily, per year, by mail ... 7.00
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
Net surplus is the supreme test of a fire company's strength.
The Continental's net surplus protecting American policy holders is
larger man tne net surplus or any
The New Mexican 13 the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF 5ANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Capital Stock - - - . $150,000
Siirplusand Undivided Profit - 80.000;
Tramsactasgetmaibanktag business la all Its branches.lans money en the most favorable terras on all kinds of
personal and collateral eecwitjr. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Buys and sells domes,
tic and foreiga exchange and makes telegraphic transfer cf
money to all parts at the civilized world on as liberal terms
are given by any money traasmltiag agency public at private.Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per ceat
per annum, on six months' or year's! time. Liberal advances
'
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons ia the banking lineand aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as ia
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited. '
amonw the Intelligent and progressive
Something like 20,000 words of As-
sociated Press news in the New Mex-
ican
of
today inclusive of the epoch-makin- g
decisions of the United
States supreme court. The . readers
of the New Mexican get the news
when it is news, the readers of the
big city norning dailies will have to
wait until tomorrow.
The proposition to establish a new
republic south of the United States,
to include the northern state of Mexi-
co, would mean another Texas war
with Mexico, would add several ter-
ritories eventually to the United
States, would bring about a political
revolution and from whatever aspect
it may be viewed would be a mighty
unpleasant situation for Uncle Sam
But manifest destiny cannot be con-
trolled by nations.
at
The United States supreme court
has gone progressive. Such at least
is the first impression that the tele-
graph conveyed today when it told
of the decisions in the Standard Oil
dissolution litigation, the contempt
case aga;:ist the labor leaders, the
,cpinion in the safety appliance act
case' and in the cases in which the
escort ruled today that corporations
must produce their books in court
even if such production should in-
criminate the officer producing the
books. Verily, the world do move
The Palace Hotel
William Vaughn Prop.
One of the Best Hotels In the West
ROOMS IS STJITK
Cuisine and ,
Table Service
Unexcelled
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
ft FIRST CLASS
It
.Tni him..... at. Pvr.i.!r...,l.. piivsah.Im...
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
Phone
and New Mexico will have to move wer? shy their catcher and they were
with it. not in good trim, it is said. Perhaps
' j they will do better today.
The Lincoln county grand jury in Although now residing in Los An-it- s
report to Judge E. R. Wright, de- - &eles the little brown men are orig-clare-
"The probate judge is acting lllally from the flowery isle and there
in all respect and charity, and in all tuey first learned the great American
forms according to the statute of law eave. They are making a tour of the
and to the best of his skill and under- - united States playing various teams
taking." That is about the kind of En(1 from nere they will go to Las
praise that faintly dams, 6as- -
that would have to be made by hon-- ! manager of their team is nam- -
st grand juries of the probate prac-- ed Saisho. The names of his men are
tice in most of the counties of the Tog0' Xagz, Lockart, Motohashi,
It is a matter that the New,sukl- - Tachi, Sohara and Shiraishi.
Mexico Bar Association should take! Are Great Runners,
up, for the probate practice, in some! .Tlle Japanese will at once be recog-o- f
the counties outside of Santa Fe is mzed by thelr blue and white cos-- a
disgrace to a civilized common- - tumes and their small stature. But
wealth. jthey are wiry little fellows and are
said to be marvels at running and at
""y- - Capital Hotel SX- -TELEPHONE 88 BLACK .
HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR --
'
- ATTRACTIVE DINING i
EUROPEAN PLAN KOOM-G- ood Service.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
The muscles were bruised and today
he is having trouble to walk. It ap
pears that no bones were broken and
Dr. Knapp Is being congratulated by
ms friends over his escape.
John Roberts, messenger in the gov
ernor s office and who is one of the
most talented of the young men in the
city, had a narrow escape from a se
rious accident yesterday when he was
thrown from a balky horse. Mr. Rob
erts' left arm was badly bruised and
required the attention of a surgeon.
TRIAL MOST EXTRAORDINARY '
BOOKED FOR TOMORROW,
Proceedings at Viterbo in Case
Against Neapolitan Camorra
Will Be Put in Shade. ,
The Modern Woodmen will give a
mock trial tomorrow evening at Elks'
Hall, in the case against C. L. Bowlds
for dynamiting 4he residence of J. W.
Mayes. Light refreshments will be
served and an admission fee of 25
cents will be charged to defray the
expenses. The general public is in-
vited. The personnel taking part in
the trial will be:
Judge, H. F. Stephens; prosecuting
attorney, Chanes G. Ritchie; attor-
ney, for the defense, M. P. Dunlavy;
sheriff, R. V. Boyl; deputy sheriff,
E. J. Manley; court clerk, A. G. Whit-tier- ;
witnesses, J. W. Mayes, C. L.
Bowlds, Alan R. McCord, Will Keefe,
C. F. Kanem, Gus Koch, H. S. Lutz
and A. E. P. Robinson. ,
DEATH OF AGED MRS.
M'CUEN LAST EVENING.
Almost Eighty Years of Age, She Had
Been a Resident of Santa Fe
Many Years.
Mrs. E. P. MeCuen, for the past
seventeen years a resident of Santa Fe
and well known to many of its people,fell asleep in death last night at 11:30
o'clock at the home of her son-in-la-
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Wlaker on Grant ave. The debilities
incident to old age were the cause of
death, she lacking less than four
months of 80 years. Mrs. McCuen,
who was much beloved because of her
gentleness and cheerfulness, was a
native of South Carolina and came of
sturdy Scotch ancestry. Her husband
who was a railroadman, died some 35
years ago. Mrs. McCuen came to
New Mexico in 1892, living at Raton
for about two years and coming t6Santa Fe in 1894. She made her home
here with her only daughter, Mrs.
John H. Walker. She had besides two
step children, only one of whom sur-
vives, living at present im Florida.
Airs. McCuen was a devout member
of the First Presbyterian church in
this city. Interment will take place in
Santa Fe. Mulligan and Rising are
the funeral directors. '
The funeral will take place at 10
o'clock tomorrow forenoon from the
house of John H. Walker on Grant ave-
nue. Brief services will be held at
the house and interment will be made
in Fiarview cemetery.
GERMAN ROYALTY ViSiTlNG
IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Will Spend Week as Guests of King
George and Are Greeted By Enor-
mous Throngs.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, May 15. Emperor William,
Empress Auguste Victoria and Prin-
cess Victoria Louise, who arrived at
Sheerness last night on the imperial
yacht Hohenzollern, entered London
today and were welcomed with enthu-
siasm. The German royal guests are
here for a week's visit to King George
and Queen Mary and primarily to be
present at the unveiling of the na
tional memorial to Queen Victoria, the
emperor's grandmother.
The king and queen and other mem
bers of the British royal family met
the visitors at the Victoria station and
all were driven in state to Bucking-ham palace. Enormous crowds
thronged the route.
MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, N. Y., May 15. Prime
paper 3 call money &
Amalgamated, 63; sugar, 117
Great Northern pfd., 126 New
York Central, 106 Northern" Pa-
cific, 125 Reading, 155 South-
ern Pacific, 114 Union Pacific,
117 steel, 75 preferred,118 7-- Atchison, 110.
' New York.May 15. Standard cop-
per weak; spot 11.5511.65; July
11.5011.60; lead, dull spot 4.40(4.50;bar silver 531-2- .
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
Chicago, 111., May 15.Close
Wheat July 88 Sept. 87
Corn July 52 Sept. 527-8- .
Oats July 33 Sept. 33
Pork July $15.05; Sept. $15.40.Lard July $8.20; Sept. $8.97 -- 12.
Ribs July $7.97 2 8.00; Sept.
17.97 1--
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 15. Wool unchang- -
ea; territory and western mediums
1517; fine mediums 1315; fine 11
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, May 15. Cattle Receipts
28,000. Market generally 10 cents low
er. Beeves $4.906.40; Texas steers
?4.605.60; western steers $4.805.60;
stocKers and feeders $3.905.70; cows
ana neiters $2.405.60; calves $4.50
b.7o;
Hogs Receipts 40,000. Market
generally steady. Light $6.056.40;
mixed $66.35: heavy $5.8506.25:
rough $5.856; good to choice heavy
?te.zo; pigs 5.906.35; bulk of
sales ?6.106.30.
sneep Receipts 20,000. Market
steady. Native $34.80; western $3.50
8.40- - yearlings $4.605.60; lambs,
nauve S4.&u86.65; western $5.25
v.i a.
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
right kind of help to neutralize and
remove the poisons that cause back.
ache, headache, nervousness, and
other kidney and bladder allmenta.
or sale by all druggists. '
" J. .A.W AT Kabbah" in it a n V.
""o Ua,c a iia.u Batters, however, as might bepleasing the Raton Range. Hav, ed of men of their size.
Daily, six months, by mall S3.50
Weekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, per year 2.00
Weekly, per quarter 50
SANTA FE COUNTY.
people of the Southwest
A meeting of the central committee
the Eddy county Democracy has
been called for May 27 at Carlsbad
for the ostensible purpose of organiz-
ing. What's in the wind?
General Madero is tasting some of
his own medicine. Little as Presi-
dent Diaz was able to please and
satisfy everyone, it will be even more
difficult for the Insurrectos to restore
harmony among the disrupted fac-
tions of the Mexican republic.
WIRY JAPS HERE
TO PLAY BALL
Small in Stature and Fast on Their
, Feet, Are Great Base Runners-Ga- me
at Four.
Ten little brown men whose broth-
ers won the admiration of the world
the way they put a crimp in the
tail of the Russian bear, are the
quests of Santa Fe's fans this after-
noon.
They arrived fronr Albuquerque on
the noon train and at 3 o'clock they
gathered near the plaza and at 4 they
wm tie on St. Michael's rnsP.
grounds to play Santa Fe's baseball
team captained by Edward Safford,
well known twirler and clerk of the
district court
The Japanese played Albuquerque
before coming here and went down to
defeat by a score of 10 to 5. but thev
tase stealing. They are rather light
of their eondllf.t nn tha ,hnom,IQ
mo uuuiuai nays uiey wt
outplayed, but adds
"But for all this they are smart lit
tle chaps, who work together well, fast
on their feet, and they play ball ashard as they can from the time the
first ball is put into play until the last
man is out. The fact that thev were
....v.i.t- -.
.t.in me score ana aid not seem
able to Mtnh n ai f
from going back up to the slaughter
willingly and making a good effort."
What Manager Saisho Says.
Manager Saisho said today to a rep-
resentative of the New Mexican: "It
is with great pleasure we find our-
selves in Santa Fe, this ancient city
where we hear baseball is as beloved
as elsewhere in the states. We shall
do our best to entertain the audience
that will turn out and to make the
game an interesting one. Our team
has-me- t with some reverses; has had
some handicaps, but for all that wo
are going to do our best."
To Close Stores.
The news Of the Japanese invasionhere in fan circles was received by
wire by Harry S. Clancy, the noted
baseball enthusiast and he at once
communicated with the players! He
also called on Mayor Seligman and
suggested that an effort be made to
have the merchants close their stores
at 4 o'clock so that the clerks could
go to the game. Many officials will
likely take the hint, too, and close
their offices in honor of the interna-
tional combat which is staged on col
lege grounds this afternoon probablyfor the first time in the history ofSanta Fe.
It is Ohio."
And by the way, when you greet
a Japanese the way to say "HelloBill" or "Howdy" in Japanese is
pronounced just like that
state rrom which President "Bill'
Taft hails.
. Santa Fe's Line Up.
At i minutes before 3 o'clock this
afternoon Captain Ed Safford of Santa
Fe's team which will play the Japan
ese announced the line up as follows:
McCarthy p, 2b; Safford, captain,
p.; Gaastra c; Closson, lb; Pete Ber
armneui, 3D; Alarid, ss.; Frye, If.;
Stanton, cf.; Koch, rf.; Mier, Jake Saf-
ford and Keefe, utility men.
Now then let the Japanese bewara.
even with such a warrior as Togo toieaa teem in the fray.
DR. DAVID KNAPP
THROWN FROM HORSE
Animal Shied at Pool of Water RightTtr tne storm Yesterday
Roberts Injured.
Dr. David Knapp, the well known
puysician ana surgeon thought he
would need medical atention yesterday
after his horse spied a mud puddle. Dr.
Knapp was out riding right after the
rain and was going out Cerrillos. road
when his horse suddenly shied nni
threw him off. The physician who r
of a heavy frame struck the
heavily and when he tried to get up.
otner company.
,
to have been made, and by unfair1 and
brutal methods of composition, whiivi
In and of themselves between mer
chants and corner grocery men would
not be dangerous, but in the hands of
a combination of this size and of thi3
power, are the most dangerous in-
struments to independent dealers,
manufacturers, and men engaging in
enterprise known in commerce."
The other side of the contest was
summarized by John G. Johnson, in
the closing argument in the case. He
declared that the country did not suf-ie-r
by the mere largeness of the cor-
poration, but profited. For the al-
leged sins that the corporation had
committed, he argued, there existed
an adequate remedy at law and there-
fore it was not necessary for equity
to step in to dissolve the corporation.
He denied that rebates were being ac-
cepted by the corporation now, or
that it was cuting prices or organi-
zing secret concerns, and character
ized the government's references to
them in the past as necessary to
"give the proper color and raise the
proper amount of indignation" in the
case. He declared that the Standard
Oil organization was the result of
orderly growth.
!'Let the channels of commerce be
open for all who may desire to enter"
said he in closing "whether with
ocean steamer or with dug-ou-t, with
Rockefeller wealth or with naught but
with their brains and their hands, un
fettered by their own improper res
traints, and uninterfered with by the
abuse of others, and all will have
been done that Is wise. Beyond that
lies the antagonism of irresistible
economic necessity, and danger of
disaster the length and breadth of
which no man can foretell."
LABOR LEADERS WIN APPEAL.
(Continued from Pace oae.)
feet the day after most of the maga-
zines were out of his hands. This
magazine contained the name of the
company on the
or "Unfair" list. It was also alleged
that a number of copies of this maga-
zine were sent out after the decree
became effective. In '. defense, testi-
mony was presented to show that
only thirty odd copies were mailed to
libraries and similar institutions. The
complainant claimed that about one
hundred were sent out.
It was further charged that in the
succeeding number of the Federation-ist- ,
Gompers, Mitchell and Morrison
joined in an appeal to organized la-
bor for funds to carry the injunction
case to a higher court. It was con- -
tended that this appeal was used as
ia vehicle to continue the boycott. The
charges stated that the appeal refer
red to an editorial in the same num-
ber of the magazine as setting forth
the attitude of those making the ap
peal. This editorial was attributed
to Mr. Gompers.
Individuals and members of organ- -
It!14, bor" this P1 said.
"will still exercise the right to buy or
not to buy the Buck's Stoves and
Ranges. It is an examplification of
the saying that 'you can lead a horse
to water but you can't make him
drink.'"
Another charge was that In the
March Federationlsti . Mr. Gompers
published an editorial, in which it
was said: "It should be borne in mind
that there is no law, aye, not even a
court decision, compelling union men
or their friends of labor to buy a
Buck's stove or range. No, not even
to buy a Loewe hat."
In a public address in New York in
April, 1908, Mr. Gompers said, it was
charged: "Of course, in the case of
the Buck's Stove and Range Company
if I tell you that the Buck Stove and
Range Company was still unfair
when I get back to Washington to-
morrow or some place where they say
people play checkers with their noses
well as I say, I am not prepared to
tell you that these things are unfair.
But there is no law, no court decis
ion that compels you to buy anything
without the union label."
From another address by Mr. Gom
pers in Chicago, In May, 1908, was
taken language alleged to have been
in violation of the injunction.
In addition to the "urgent appeal,"
In which Mr. Mitchell joined, he was
accused of having acted in contempt
by presiding over the United Mine
Workers convention when, it adopted
a resolution to fine any member who
bought a "Buck's stove.
In addition to the "urgent appeal
charged against Mr. Morrison; he was
also accused of having mailed out the
magazine objected to.
distinguished counsel appeared on
both sides when the case wad argued
before the Supreme Court Prominent
among them was Judge Alton B. Par
ker, former presidential candidate,
who had been retained to defend the
labor leaders. His principal argu-
ment was that the injunction was an
improper interference with the consti
tutional right of free speech. He
further contended that the injunction
decree was void, at least, in " parts
and that his clients could not be held
under the 'statutes for violating a void
decree.
If yo want anything on earth try
a New lfetfcaa Want Ad,
STANDARD OIL LOSES OUT.
(Continued From Page One.)
government was this: It claimed
that about 1S70 the Rockefellers and
Flagler conceived the idea of con-
trolling the petroleum trade of the
country, and a little later entered in-
to a conspiracy! with Rogers, Arch-bol-
Payne and Pratt to gain a con-
trol of the oil business. To carry
out this. alleged conspiracy, it was
claimed, they first "pooled" their in-
terests, then put them into the
hands of trustees or 'trusts" and
finally when the trust of 1882 was de
clared "void" in a decision by the
Ohio Supreme Court in a proceeding
against the Standard Oil Company of
Ohio, reorganized the Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey to take over
their interests and to secure monopo-
ly. Evidence of rebating, of price
cutting, and of the organization of
secret concerns to pose as indepen
dents was elicited to show that the
Standard was seeking, by unfair
means to restrain trade and to pro-
cure a monopoly.
'Standard Oil" introduced evidence
to show that there had never been
such a conspiracy. It sought to
prove that the Ohio Supreme Court
did not hold the trust agreement of
1882 void, but merely required the
Standard Oil Company of Ohio to
withdraw from the "trust." Evidence
was produced to show that rebating
had been the order of the day among
all commercial concerns, that price
cutting and secret concerns were not.
the rule and were used as legitimate
instruments of competition.
The Circuit Court holas that the re-
organization of the Standard Oil Com-
pany of New Jersey in 1899 was not
only a violation of te first section
of the act, which referred to restraint
of trade, but also of the second sec-
tion, which applies to monopolizing.
The Standard Oil has argued that
there could be no additional restraint
as a result of the reorganization be-
cause the Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey was owned by a common
body of owners in exactly the same
proportion that all, the subsidiary com-
panies taken over by this new organi-
zation had been held by the same
common owners for years past. The
court held otherwise and said that
the combination in a single corpora-
tion or persons, by an exchange of
stock, of the power of many stock
holders holding the same proportions
respectively of the majority of the
stock of each or several corporations
engaged in commerce in the same ar--
tides among the state, or with for
eign nations, to restrict- competition
therein, rendered the power thus ves-
ted in the corporation or person
greater, more easily exercised, more
durable and more effective than that
previously held by the stockholders.
In these effects, the court found a re-
straint on commerce. '
The court then proceeded to evolve
a plan to remedy the situation.
entered a decree, enjoining the Stan-
dard Oil Company of New Jersey
from exercising any control, by rea-
son of its stock ownership, over the
subsidiary companies. Furthermore
it enjoined the subsidiary companies
from paying any dividends to the
Standard Oil Company of flew Jersey.
It put a provision in the decree to
enjoin any possible' evasion of the de
cree by the organization of a similar
combination or of the conveyance of
the property to any of the defendants.
unless the defendants should sever
the relation and cease the combina
tion within thirty days, they were to
be enjoined from engaging in inter
state commerce until they did cease
the combination.
From the Circuit Court the caBe was
brought to the Supreme Court of the
United States. The report laid be-
fore the higher tribunal probably was
the largest ever prepared in an Amer
ican cfese. The petitions, pleadings,
testimony, opinions and decree consti
tuted twenty-tw- o large volumes of
more than 500 pages ' each.
.The case was first argued before
the Supreme Court In March, 1910 but
it was restored to the docket for re- -
argument. The case was heard the
second time in January, 1911, the
latter time before a full bench. No
ted atorneys appeared on either side.
For the government: Attorney Gen-
eral , Wickersham and Frank B. Kel
logg, special' assistant to the Attorney
General, addressed the court. For the
Standard Oil, there appeared John G.
Johnson of Philadelphia,- - John G.
Milburn of New York, and D. T. Wat
son of Pittsburg. ; .'
In his address to the court, Mr. Kel-
logg, who took all the testimony in
the case on hehalf of the government
said that the Standard Oil organiza-
tion was not a natural growth, but
was born and reared' in fraud and op-
pression and 'hangs over the com
merce of this country today like a
threatening cloud." r
The Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, he told the court, controlled
from 85 to 97 per cent of the oil busi-
ness of the country, with a financial
power beyond that possessed by any
other combination ever known. , The
combination, he added,' was "made ef
fective and-- powerful by reason ot
preferential rates and rebates in trans
portation, the greatest ever known
WITH PRIVATE BATH ,
Larere Samnle
Boom for Com-mer&-
Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE
HACK SEPVICP f
b j . . .. . fitBungles ana saddle norses. M
THEODORE CORRICIf P 3
J
.V. rh
Black 132.
RATES 60c t
$1,00 per day
TsfeolMM RMUsad
your arders deflvCTW.
.
- Prmrieur.
MONJEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated, '
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
. FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
CHEERFUL DINING THOS. DORAN RATES $2.50 TO
ROOM. FINE CUISINE Proprietor, v $3.00 A DAY
CORONADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SIORT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITJf
HOT AND GOLD BATHS. KLEOTRIO LIGHTS " ;
ius uiauuvereu mai u oantea up we,
wrong
newspapers for their knowledge of the '
CU3.1CUUUU siiuauuii jl reverts 10 at-
tacks on the New Mexico "bosses,"
whoever these may be, although they
evidently do not include the Raton
Range's particular boss. At first, the
"bosses" did not do the right thing in
not sendiner a deleeratinn to Wflahlnr.!
-
ton to storm congress, and now the
Range pounds the "bosses" for not
calling home such New Mexicans as
are in Washington. The Range needs
a compass and a cold compress to
keep it from effervescing.
The El Paso war correspondents
are meeting with considerable incre-
dulity these days. One exchange is
mean enough to state that it changed
the words "bloodiest battle" to "blood-
less battle" of Juarez in editing a
telegram from the Pass City. That
same editor continues:
"It was mentioned in the dispatches
that so many had been killed and
wounded between the beginning of
hostilities on Sunday and the capitu-
lation on Tuesday. The figures of
the dead and wounded taken at the
close of business on Monday were
iven in the dispatches on that night.A comparison of the figures given on
Tuesday night indicated to a mathe-
matical mind that not only had no-
body been killed that day, but that
some of the slain of the day previoushad been restored to life and vigor.In this view of the case the battle
was really less than bloodless, but
war correspondents seem to have
agreed upon no technical designation
of a battle in which not only none are
killed, but in which those previously
slaughtered are resurrected and re-
stored to their colors?'
FICTION PUBLISHED AS HISTORY
Here it is again! The flowery see-fenc-
that Judge BerjeJlot is credit-
ed with having pronounce! upon Jo3e
M. Martin at Taos in March, 1867
Every time the average country edi-
tor in New Mexico runs short of copy
he drags that mythical sentence from
the dust-covere- d files and republishes
It. me oierra uounty Advocate is
Ewry Room
. s Good One. G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
SOFT DRINKS
Ham ALS, WILD CHERtY, LEMON SOftC W: BE?
tm BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ. COCO COLL x x x
Genuine Aztec
.Sprjing Mineral Water.
AS driilu nadefroa SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS EENRY KXO,
hiicim, worer s
me onenaer tnis time and &o,ys that
it republishes the fairy ta'.a by re- -
: qjest, but forgets to label its fiction.
Toe story is a readable one bi.t i's
, fatal defect is that it isn't so. It
should be published in the fiction
of the Fireside Companion
and not in the daily and weekly news
Wells Fargo & Go. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of The World
SflVP MoflPV and Inconvenience by Purchulnff WellsIHUUWf Fargo Domestic Money Order. Traveler'
. Checks and Foreign Money Orders
'LUtul, U. S., Canada, Mexico tAft"
- REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
' D. BARNES, Aipift.
papers as a historical fact. The story
which annually makes the rounds il-
lustrates the did adage that the truth
never catches up with a lie. The
Benedict story baa been" denied again
end again, but the denial has never
yet .reached those newspaper offices
Which secured the fairytale from the
same columns in which the denial
was published, and the New Mexican
will, keep oh publishing the denial
for war history may some day - give
A permanent place to the falsehood.
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the part of the government to force
Q'1 closer compliance with the laws andPERSONAL MENTION MILLINERYregulations laid down for home- -
i steaders, and to force the farmers to
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking Business
remain and Improve their lands and
thereby the community. Clovis Jour
nal.
Water Rights Disputes.
Maline and Chiffon in all
pretty colors, as also a
fine line of lace for trim-
mings on Hats and Dres-
ses :::::: :
H. H. Dorman is ill at his home
with a severe cold.
Mr3. R. J. Palen is visiting Mrs. E.
J McLean at Denver.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena is
here from Las Vegas.
W. F. Archer, representing the Al
Summer Dresses
FOR
House and Street
Territorial Engineer Miller settled
a dispute in the Taos valley about ,
the water rights of farmers who take
water from the Latir ditch near Vir-- !Your Patronage Solicited buquerque Journal, is in town. "I svlvia. Water nsr for irriimtmnCharles Proebstel is visiting his MISS A. A1UGLER
South-Eas- t Comer Plazalis alleged to have been controlled for!brother-in-law- . Levi A. Huehes.
New LineY B. LAUGHLIN, President H. F. STEPHENS, Ciihiet," ' " ' W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier --
.'
M. Birnbaum, the well known shoe years by a few persons who claim a
salesman, is calling on the trade. j majority of the water rights and
J. W. Douglas, a hardware sales-- , usually did as'.they ploased. Since the
man of Denver" is at the Palace. arrival of recent , how- -
Linen Crash Suits $8.00 & $12.00
Munsons Sun and Tubproof 4
j mission announce an examination on j
; August 30-3- 1911, for teacher, Indus-- ;
'.trial teacher and departmental assist-- !
ant for the purpose of securing a list;
i of eligiblcs from which appointments
; may be made as vacancies occur in
the Philippine teaching service. I
I Appointments made from this elig-- '
ever, there has beon trouble over the
old order of things. One Juan Gomez
had been using the water right on
j the Latir ditch on some territorial
i land, but as the land was about to be
'
sold, he disposed of the water right
JMAee"A;'l: Abbott arrived on Sat-
urday; from the Rito de los Frijoles.
,
Theodore Chacon, a clothing sales-
man from Las Vegas, is at the Monte-
zuma.
Edward Mitchell and E. G. Buell,
$5.00 up 4
$1.50 up Jdrug salesmen of St. Louis, are at the t a newcomer. Another who
claimed already to hold half the right ,u,e "sl W1I1 ln lne orainary course, j
Gingham Dresses
House Dresses
Dressing Sacques
Short Silk Kimonas
Long Silk Kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas
on the Latir, contested the transfer
to the newcomer, and tried in every i
ue ior service Degirening witn me
school year 1912, but there may bo!
need for additional teachers during
75c to $2.00
$3.50
$5.00
$1.65 to $2.50
$2.00
way to prevent tne newcomer from
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Ecker are sight-
seers here from from St. Louis. They
are on their honeymoon.
Miss May Closson and Miss Sallie
Maher have returned from Albuquer-
que where they visited friends.
Mrs. J. E. Mulligan and Miss Helen
Mulligan of Leadville, Colo., are vis
INSURANCE
Boiler)
Real Estate
(City Property-Ranch- es etc. Renting)
Surety Bonds
O. C. WATSON & CO.
using the water,. The territorial en- - year 10 lane ciuirgo
gineer's dcision upheld the newcomer jof special ,ines of work or enSaSe in,
who showed that he had purchased !?gular teaching and supervising asi' w of tbe 8cnools ls extended'the water right. land these appointments will be made;Mr. Clark the Goon Aga.n. :from among those who be readIf there is one, man in the tem-U- o sai hpfnr. tho hccHn,n , tIwj
Kaki Walking Skirts
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
White Rep Skirts
$3.00
$2.50iting Bernard J. Mulligan of this city,
G. H. Van Stone left for Lamy yes- - J uaa lu m luc J"""J " luc school year 1912.
. . . timo that man coo ma tr h.a Gnnoi?ii.
terday to meet his father, who is on : r , ' , , j Tlli opportunity for ambitious, re-- '
isourceful and well trained young menj
;and women to identify themselves
nis way to uaniornia. ustancia rsews. : : - " "w"
of education. He has 26 counties toDh. Philip Newton formerly of Wash- - Iook after and many schools in eacnington, and now living at Espanola, is
Waiv-NrMw.C4vl!- otiH Qtionnv Drirac
Un the city. COUIuy- - u 18 Ioru,uie lnal ne 18 aHe is registered at the
i with our insular possessions and be-- :
come a part of the great movement in
'the east, is a most exceptional one.
,The educational system in the Philln- -
Palace. " jciever auiumouiusi unu nas a memory"
i for roads that keeps him from gettingG. P. French, traveling freight . ,
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Offices 119 Sao Francisco St, Surprise Everybody : :- IUOL CICli IU DCIUU Dltll lit.
Tomorrow night Mr. Clark will "UB K'own aunnS lne Ia8t lenageni oi me vvaoasn, ana whose of-fice, is in Denver, is at the Montezu ImakP a riash for Parlshnrf Davtnn. ' " ol,lu n" caibui uiat mere are WE SET THE PACEma hotel. ., .. ntl. ,, w.i. ,h-- w'now employed over 9,000 AmericanJ. W. Akers has tone tr. th Snl.;wm nttond t'ho rinsing sniP nf and Fill'ino teachers with an attend-- :Dhur Swings in the .Temez mntintninB. ' the srhnnU in onrh nf thpo nlsr. a0Ce of more ,nan n!lf & million stud-- (Onto 1flKnnnntn .in.. .135 miles west of Santa Fe. He will Mr. Clark has just returned from u expenauure on
Raton where he called on a number oti?7" .1?..and. a quarter milIion dotbe gone a week or two ' lars of Philinnine rovotmoo 'Carl Winsen and Emil Bonnan are . educators including Mrs. Jose Lock-visitor- s
here from Vienna. Austria, i ard, county school superintendent of tillThey are on their way to the coastand stopped here to sse the sights. Colfax county, with whom he dis-cussed institute work for the comingsummer. Plans are being made to Detailed information relative tothese examinations may be secured bywriting to the bureau of insular af-fairs. Washington, D. C.New Appointments.Clarence B. Johnson of Oeden. TTtah.Mrs. J. G. Schumann, who has as aSPRINGbrinfs with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particular!) ouldenjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our CHILDREN SULKIES ,which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.
AKERS-WAGN- ER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT EMBALMERS &
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
house, guest Miss Hilda Gottesleben en8ase Dr. C. M. Light of Silver City,
of Denver, will be at home to her ana hupermtenaent j. Howara wag- -
friends jtrorii three to six o'clock Tues-- ' ner' of Las Cruces and M1s Hattie , has been appointed clerk in the office
day afternoon. ' "yer. Miss Dyer win conduct a of the Jemez forest here. Miss Stella
Peter A. M. Lienau. assistant. in. ' model class. The institute In tne past Templeton has been appointed a clerk
surance commissioner, returned yes-- i 1188 oeen nuuu uy peuyi irom ui m me carson office at Antonito
near Raton but this season the teach- -terday from Dover, Delaware, where
he examined an insurance company. ers come tTom other parts ?f thejMISS ALMA WIEDBACK A NEW BREAKFAST FOODHe also Visited Chicago and St Louis lerrllory' 101 a 18 couB.uBlCu DES m WISCONSIN
for gooa once m a wnlle- -the same purpose. Miss Alma Wiedeback, sister of!Clerk Harold Wiedeback of the Palace A Crisp Wholesome FoodW. J. Linwood, secretary of the cat-- i Memorial Day Proclamation.
tie sanitarv honi-- with nffi The thirtieth daj of May Is .hotel, died Friday in Racine, Wiscon- -
READY-TOEA- Tsin.buquerque, and home in Raton, is in
'
again drawing near. This day which j
the city today. With him was Benja-iha-s been adopted Dy the btates, ier- - y Kookt-Ot- e is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much betterV.min F. Pankey the well known ranch-- ' ritories
and dependencies of the
er and future state senator from San-- j United States, as the one upon which
ta Fe county. la tribute should be paid to the mem- - than other
flaked foods could possibly be.
Miss Wiedeback was 23 years of age
and had spent the last three years of
her life in Santa Fe where she came
in search of health. She came here,
however, too late, and improved only,
slightly. Finding she could not get'
well she returned home and lived just
Kookt-Ot- e is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
delightful. v
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourish-5r- 5
ment and Kookt-Ot- e represents the best form of oats that has ever
K been produced.
Try a Package it
R E MEMBER T H I S!
We Bond More People
Than Any Other Company
In the World!
NATJONAL J.IIRETY COMPANY
Santa Fe Abstract, " Realty & Insurance Agency,
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Territorial Superintendent J. E. ory of the soldiers and sailors of the
Clark of Santa Fe, left this morning Republic who lost their lives in the
for that city in his new "Cartercar,'' defense of their country and in up-aft-
a short visit In Raton on busi- - hilding the honor ' and glory of the
ness matters. Superintendent Clark stars and stripes.' Without these
arrived last evening from French, brave men who gave up their lives
where he left Ws car two weeks ago upon many a bloddy ' field of battle,
on a previous trip' into the county and in many a fight at sea, the Union
Surviving her are a mother, two
brothers and four sisters. The fun-- '
eral was held today in Racine.
Miss Wiedeback was much liked by
those who knew her here and the)
courage she showed in her fight for
health won the admiration of her!
friends, who will be grieved to hear
Arkansas Strawberries
s. katJne & CO.Phone Black No, 52, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
while visiting the county schools.
Raton Range.
An interesting talk which will con-
vey much information to the Las
Vegas patrol of the Boy Scouts of
America concerning the sights they
will see on their hike to Santa Fe
H.of her death.
and the- cliff dwellings next month.
would not be what it is today, the
most powerful nafton. in the world,
and the one government which seeks
to do what is right and for the best
interests of humanity at large. We
should call to mind our brave depart-
ed soldiers and sailors, Their heroic
and patriotic conduct should ever De
an Inspiration to us, and inspire us
to guard carefully and preserve intact
the glorious heritage of a free govern-
ment which our fathers gave to us.
NOW THEREFORE I, WILLIAM J.
MILLS, Governor of the Territory of
New Mexico do hereby designate and
set apart,
will he given tonight before that body
by Kenneth Chapman, of the Ameri- .. "QUALITY & PURITY" 2
can School of Archaeology in Santa
Fe. Mr. Chapman arrived this after
noon on his way east and consented '
upon the invitation of Scoutmaster
George Fitzsi'mmons to address the
boys. : The talk will be given in the
Y. M. C. A. and will begint 7:30 !
o'clock. Las Ve,gas Optic. j I "ALWAYSTUESDAY,
MAY 30th, 1911
as
MEMORIAL DAY
; THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
PONGEES AND FOULARDS
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for yout
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
--r You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
Sheriff Charles C. Closson went to'
Espanola today on. business. t and do hereby request that on said
K. M. Chapman ana his sister have day business oi a secular nature be
gone east for a vacation. Mr. Chap- - suspended as far as possible, within
man is connected witti the School of the Territory of New Mexico, andAmerican Archaeology in this city. .. !.that the people generally join with
RELIABLE" i
BETTER I
We have all the latest styles in
Women's & Men's fine Stockings
JOHN PFLUEGER
r - me patriotic associations In strewing
WILL ESTABLISHED (flowers upon the mounds which mark
LIBRARY FUND, the mouldering remains of our dead
'(Continued From Page One.) FOR LESS!
months' plan will fail to pass muster
heroes, and in paying a tribute of re-
spect to their memories.
' And I further equest that in
schools patriotic exercises be held,
so that love of country may be im-
pressed upon the hearts and minds
of the pupils, and they be taught
Have You Seen BIG BEN?before the Fort Sumner land office,"said a prominent lawyer of Clovis.....
,(Ul - and a man who Is in position to know 't Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold the
something about the havoc that ls be- - that it is a duty which they owe to A new line medium priceworld over for $2.50.
Cut FlOWerS PLANTS, , Fruit In Season. Wedding
and table Bouquets and Decorations.A Specialty Funeral, Designs.
Out of town orders given- - careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
for oackina on order under S3.00.
ing played by the visits of the United lay down their lives If necessary in u ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS '
. $
Champagne, Wine 4 Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
oiaies inspector, who has been In the
county for the past thirty days exam
ining the claims cf those coirtemplat' BUTT BROS. CO.
the defense of the flag.
Done at the Executive Office the 15th
day of May, A. D. 1911.
WITNESS My hand and thV Great
Seal of Territory ot New Mexico.
1 Reliable jeweler H f VONT7 San J,""?"0 JDRUGGISTS iiI THE CLARENDON GARDEN R-v- - M fj Phone Black 12. v
.''
' : Santa Fe, New Mexico.' --jj
Phone Red 161
ing or who have advertised to make
final proof at once. ; ;y
It is also understood that a number
of people who have made proof some
months ago are having their proofs
turned back again, and are being di-
rected to do it all over again.
; There seems to be a disposition on
West Side Plaza J
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
By the Governor: 1
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary ot New Mexico.
- Philippine Teaching Service.
The United States civil service com- -THE VAUQHAN RANCH
, '(Old sparks'. Ranch)- - ,
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food A : ' ' Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids $15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glo riefa Write Pecos
WE ARE NOW READY TO
Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY PR1CES-ASK"F- 0R THEM
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
309 Sao Francisco
; Street,
THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.
Purely Mutual and Transacting Business Only In the United States.
Statement December 31, 1910.Assets . ., ,.. $273 813,036.55
Liabilities (including $15,485,576.77 hei'd' "to
meet deferred dividend contracts). $259,780,592.2Funds held for annual dividends payable ln 1911
and for contingencies , 14,032,444.31 $273,813,036.55
Income, 1910 .... . $51,979,892.23
Paid Policy Holders in ,1910......;. 32k869,890.39
Policies in force 425,481.,
Insurance in force
.$1,080,139,708.00
N. F. LESUER,
CONTINUOUS SERVICE : DAY AND' : NIGHT
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
.
SOLE AGENTS
'
FOR
.
Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters
.t.' - .' w
.,'
: i. ?.!.. : V - ;
' Water Heaters and Percolaters
SOLE AGENTS
FOR
Electric 1 Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots
Santa Fe Water and Light Company
t
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St. Louis Rocky iNEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS;
Remedies are Needed
Were we perfect, which we are not, medicines would
not often be needed. But since our systems have be-
come weakened, impaired and broken down throughindiscretions which have gone on from the early ages,
through countless generations, remedies are needed to
aid Nature in correcting our inherited and otherwise
acquired weaknesses. To reach the seat of stomach
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, there is
nothing so good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov.
Pacific Railway
GENERAL OFFICESRATON NEW MEXICO.
UNCLE 8AM KEEPS
HIS SOLDIERS BUSY.
Work, Work All the Time In Mobiliza-
tion Camp at Fort Sam Houston
is Standing Order of Day.
San Antonio, Texas, May 15. Those
soldiers who imagined that a trip to
the mobilization camp at Fort Sam
Houston near this city would be a
kind of spring picnic with all kinds of
fun thrown in have been doomed to
disappointment. One of the busiest
places in the United States, as well
as one of the cleanest, is the mobili-
zation camp. The men are kept as
busy as if they were working on a
farm or in a factory. The daily rou-
tine usual in all eamns is maintained
(Read Down) la effect cry, a glyceric compound, extracted from
Mexico will quit their meddling with
a decision which h?s received the ap-
proval of over eighteen thousand ma-
jority 'of the votes of the territory,the constitution would have passedboth branches of Congress upon its
merits and the future of the new
state could safely be left to th wi.
mal roots sold for over forty years with great satisfaction to all users. ForWeak Stomach, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Pain in the Stomach after eating,Heartburn, Bad Breath, Belching of food, Chronic Diarrhea and other Intestinal
derangements, the Uiscovery is a time
The genuine has on its
outside wrapper theSignature
1 IS. Mile STATIONS 2 12 20,
p ni a m,
7 30 0 Lv.. Dea Moines, N. M...Ar 4 00
7 40 4 Ruiualdo.... 8 50
05 11 Dedman 3 30
. o 20 16 Oupulia 3 15
35 20 Vigil 3 050 50 25 Thompson 2 459 10 31 ranntngham 2 259 SC 42 ....Ollfton House N. M 155
10 00 49 Ar Raton. N. M Lt I 1 30
2 30 0 .Lv Katon, S . M Ar THE"
2 47 7 .. .Clifton House N' M.... 9 49
8 07 48 SPreston 9 32
3 45 55 Koehler Junction 8 55
3 35 2 Koehler 9 05 ....
4 15 68 HOolfax 8 20
4 43 76 Oerrosoao 8 02
5 00 82 Ar Cimarron Lv 7 45
5 10 Lv Cimarron Ar am 6 35
5 18 "1 Nash 6 27
5 2S -- J Harlan 6 17
.45 94 Ar Cte Park, N. M...Lv 6 00 ....
p m . p m
You cant afford to accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
medicine or known composition, not even though the urgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver andbowels. Sugar-coate- tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
ilOonnects at Colfax with E. P. A 9. W. Ry, train both North' and Soutb.3
SStage (or Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.i M.I
Stage leaves Ute Parle. X, M., for Ullzabethtown, X. M-- , at 9:00 J. m, dally except
uud&jrs, Karefe uu one way $3.50 round trip: fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. AS. train leaves Des Moines, N, M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
that 4:33a. m,
C, Q. DEDMAN, J. VAN
Superintendent. V.
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe JZSttSZ
ice, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Taeoce
THE
BEST
ROUTE
For rates and full information address
EUGENE FOX, p-- Agent,El Paso Texas.
dom of its citizens who will live un
der it. Belen Tribune.
Anything to Get In.
Statehood on the terms obtainable
is the wish of the great majority of
the people of Arizona today regard-less of their political affiliations. That
is the attitude of the business man,
the farmer, the citizen, whatever hia
j calling who has a dollar Invested in
me territory. xney realize that with
statehood investments would, in a
comparatively short time. dnnhlo nr
treble in value. It has been the hist-- '
ory of every territory with the excep-
tion of Nevada; that statehood was
followed by a lare increase in popu-
lation and such will be the experi-
ence of Arizona and New Mexico. It
is pretty generally conceded that
there must be some modification of
the constitution with respect to the
recall of judges before the statehood
bill will have smooth sailing, and
yet, there is no wave of protest inArizona against such a change. With
Ralph Cameron and Mark Smith both
in n working together in
the cause, Arizona at home ought tobe able to sink party and personaldifferences and agree to work for and
welcome statehood on the terms ob-
tainableTucson Citizen
NO FAMILY EXEMPT
FROM THIS DANGER,
It's Some One Else's Daughter or Son
Today, it May be Yours To-
morrow.
Pueblo, May 15. A beautiful young
woman, well educated and accom-plishe-
in music, died under mystert
ous circumstances in, the restricteddistrict of Winnemucca Sunday. She
refused when dying to utter a word
that would lead to her identification.Her associates knew her only as
"June" and had not Coroner Dunn
made an inquiry into the cause of her
death, she would have gone to an un-known grave.
Poisoning was suspected and a juryimpanelled to hear the inquest, whichbegan Monday. Yesterday a verdict
was rendered to the effect that the
girl came to her death from opiates,
administered by persons unknown.
A letter, found among the girl's ef-fects, showed her name to be Lessie
Glenn Lockhart, and her home at
Meamboat Springs, Colo--.
In response tn a tsiwnm
Steamboat Springs, C. D. Lockhart,
me iatner, and his wife arrived in
Winnemucca yesterday, and after!
tearfully viewing the body of their;lost daughter , rioMHai-- . V, u-.- Ui.u men. uuriai
should be in the town in which she I
uiea. interment took place this morn-
ing and was in charge of the ChristianScience church.
Of Good Family.
Steamboat Springs, Colo., May 15.Lessie Glenn Lockhart the daughterof C. D. Lockhart, who died in Win-
nemucca, lived, at various points alongthe Moffat road until three years ago,
when she went to Nevada.
The family is prominent and highly
respected, 'Lockhart conducting theLockhart hotel and other business in-
terests. Miss Lockhart was 24 years
old and pretty.
GRAND JUNCTION IS NO
LARGER THAN SANTA FE
Grand Junction, Colo., May 15.
Grand Junction today began the great-
est era of municipal development inits history or in the history of any
city of its size in the state. Contracts
have been awarded for municipal im.
'provements to cost $750,000, which,
us citizens claim, will djouible the
population of the town within the
next decade.
i
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Sept, 1st 1910 (Read Up)
HOUTEN, P. M. WILLIAMS,
P. & G. M., G. P. Agent,
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before tiie Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in tje Distrl t Court aa
well as before the Supreme Court of
"1B 1101
una si uvea, New Mexico.
PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds-Solicited- ,
v Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
oi Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
' Herewith are some bargains offered
b? the New Mexican Printing com-
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pock.t Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. New
Surreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive, ,$3.30 each. Com-
pilation Corporation La.vg, 75 c. Com-
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
No Direct Primary for Arizona.
The direct primary was not incor-
porated in the Arizona constitution as
has been generally supposed, and any
election that is held in that territory
even if the constitution is passed and
statehood granted will have to be un-
der the provisions of the old law.
El Paso Times.
Barking Up the Wrong Tree.
The Herald is in receipt of a letter
this morning from Summers Burkhart,
secretary of the Democratic central
committee. He states that he sent
enclosed a copy of a telegram from
Mr. Jones, who is in Washington ap-
pearing before the committee on ter-
ritories, in the Interest of the Demo
crats of New Mexico. At the end of
the telegram it states "Please send
above news to Democratic papers for
publication this week." We have for-
warded the telegram to the "Morning
Frost," as we believe he can handle
it better than the Herald. We also
wish to inform Mr. Burkhart that he
had better scratch us off his list as we
are running a straight out and out
Republican paper. Estancia Daily
Herald.
Doubtful to Say the Least.
The tangle which the statehood
question is getting into in the House
of Representatives is assuming a big
snarl and it looks doubtful if it will
get very much unraveled so as to
make a respectable appearance of a
straight thread which the Senate can
pull through the eye of a senatorial
needle when it goes to that august
body. If certain politicians of New
WHY SEGRATION IS
SO GREAT AN EVIL.
Denver, Colo., May 15. There may
be a concerted movement among
the mothers of the city, especially
those who have children attending
the East Denver High school, to pro-
test to the board of education at the
location of the school and to request
that the city build a new high school
in a neighborhood that is not objec-
tionable and furnished with modern
conveniences, for the mothers consid
er it very injurious to the health of
their children to be obliged to climb
three long flights of stairs many times
a day In changing irom one recitation
room to another.
Forced to View Vice.
At a recent luncheon of the Moth-
ers' congress the question came up
for discussion and many of the wom-
en said they did not permit their sons
and daughters to go to the high
school largely because of the stairs to
climb and other similar drawbacks,
but also because the children, in go-
ing and coming from school, were
obliged to look upon vice flaunting it-
self and that the board of education
should take steps to alleviate this evil
and to place the high school in a lo-
cation where the morals of the chil-
dren would not be subject to the in-
fluence of corruption.
In speaking of this, Miss Gail
Laughlin, one of the city's foremost
attorneys, said:
"I think the existence of a red lightdistrict is a debauching and demoral-
izing thing to any ciy. It inculcates
in the minds of youth that it is there
for the purpose of patronage and he
considers patronizing it almost as me-
chanically as going to a haberdash-
er's to purchase a necktie.
"The objection which is often made
that to do away with a segregated res-
trict would be but to scatter the in-
mates throughout the city is setting
up a false standard. I would just as
soon live next door to a woman who
U patronized as to live next door to
a man who is the patron.
Location Extends Evil.
"Of course, the location of the East
Denver High school tends to extend
this evil, for the knowledge of its ex-
istence is thus forced upon boys and
girls. If they thus see it and know
it exists, what could you expect but
that some girls would resort to such
a life when they perceive that it is a
business, countenanced by the public
and excused and even an attempt
made at justification.
"In the city in which I was brought
up 1 had no knowledge of such resorts
because they were not segregated
and to this day I could not tell where
such a resort in my native city
might be found, although, no douDt,
they could be located if one were
hunting for such a place.,
"The difference in the two condi-
tions, however, where vice is open
and where it is not, must have an ef-
fect upon a child."
Mrs. Joel W. Shackelford or the
Mothers' congress said:
"The question of the location and
the arrangements of the present East
Denver High school was brought up
at a recent meeting or the Mothers'
congress.
OQN'T SAYYQU'RE OLD
You only feel old.
Digestive organs are weak don't
assimilate food as they used to.
Other organs act more slowly and
less effectually :
Blood is thin and sluggish.
Renewal of strength does not equal
the wear and tear of your system.
That's what makes you feel old. ::.
Nothing in the world will tone up
and invigorate those weak, backslid
ing organs, make rich blood and ere
ate strength so quickly as .Vinol.
Vinol is not a secret nostrum, sim-
ply the medicinal elements of the
cods' liver, with the useless nauseat-
ing oil eliminated and tonic Iron add-
ed.. Try a bottle of Vinol with the
understanding that your . money will
be returned if it does not make you
stronger, feel younger and give you
an added Interest in life.'
.Capital
When
EAST -
USE
SHORTEST
native medic.
-proven and most efficient remedy.
ted by the applicant, then the prin
ciple of relative worth becomes the
deciding factor. This is simply car
rying into practice the broad scheme
of the classification of the public
lands so as to secure their devotion
to the highest and most beneficial
use.
Jicarilla. The Littell Company has
put on a crew of men at the Summit,
at Jicarilla, Lincoln county, where
they are driving and sinking.
Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
J. W. Douglas, Denver;.. T. Sanders
Trinidad; Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Ecker,
East St. Louis; Dr. Philip Newton, Es-
panola; Carl Winsen, Emil Bornman,
Vienna. Austria; W. E. Johnson, Den-
ver; M. J. Linnon, Raton.
Montezuma.
C. M. Mullin, Las Vegas; H. L. Stit-ze- r,
W. F. Archer, Albuquerque; Theo-
dore Chacon, Las Vegas; J. E. Jester,
Cincinnati; W. H. Barrett, Boston; J.
R. Hanson, Fremont; G. Von Vernon,
Seattle, Wash.; G. P. French, Denver;
M. Biernbaum, Denver; Edward Mit-
chell, E. G. .Buell, St. Louis: Mateo
Lujan, E. Oestreicher, New York; F.
W. McNamara, Chicago; L. A. Bland,
Kansas City; Bernard C. Steiner, Bal-
timore; A. Levin, El Paso.
Coronado.
W. C. Roberts, Chicago; A. A. Sena,
Las Vegas; Clarence Rochester, Ma-
drid; 'Danuel Cante Leon, Mex.; S. F.
Roberts, Hodges; Clarence Rochester,
Charles Ingle, Madrid; A. 1. Christo
pher, Las Vegas.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the New Mexican of this date
1891.1
Concerning the debt of this, Santa
Fe county, a gooi portion of which
i3 fraudulent, the best thing for the
people and tax-paye- to do, is to let
the fellows who hold or claim the
bonds of this county worry and try
to collect them.
The McKinleyites have discovered
that protection is not the only thing
to vbe looked after in the production
of goods. It is one thing to make the
goods and ANOTHER to get the
American people to buy them.
Only two of the Mafia prisoners
who were shot at New Orleans were
subjects of Italy. If Humbert insists
on receiving an indemnity for those
fellows, most any American patriotic
citizens would be willing to pay out
of his own pocket all that the two
thugs really were worth.
The free traders of France have
sent their congratulations in the per-
son of the eminent
Cleveland to the free traders of the
United States. It is very embarras-
sing to have a reputation before elec-
tion when you are trying to forget it.
Mr. Cleveland has discovered that
free trade will not be a good card
next year, and many Democrats now
are trying to change the issue until
after the election, but it won't work.
The next presidential campaign will
be fought on tariff ground, with the
Democratic party on the free trade
side.
PRIVATE GAME OF
CARDS NOT GAMBLING
"Penny Ante" May Even Be Permitted
in the Privacy of One's Home
Says Texas Judge.
Fort Worth, Texas, May 15. Texas
has a number of laws relative to card
playing that have attracted wide atten
tion. One of these makes it an offence
to play cards on a train. The state
has also soma stringent laws against
gambling. Joe Purvis, from Tarrant
county, thought that the law prohibit
ed one from playing cards in one's
own home, and, for the amusement of
it, betting on a game. This case was
carried into the courts and thence to
the court of criminal appeals, t Here
presiding Judge Davidson established
some new criminal law by holding
that the mere fact that cards were
played in the residence for money
does not constitute a violation. The
sanctity of the home must first be de
stroyed and such a place become a
resort constantly for gaming before
such a violation exists. So under
Judge Davidson's ruling "penny ante"
and a "ten cent limit" in private
homes are no longer offences.
HOW PRICES WILL
ADVANCE IN SANTA FE.
Two Thousand Dollars a Front Foot
in Business District of San An--.
tonio, Texas. )
San Antonio, Texas, May 15. An-
other piece of business center prop
erty sold yesterday at $2,000 a front
foot. Fifty-si- x feet in the Gimter
hotel block in East Houston street was
bought by C. A. Stieren, M. L. Poppen-heime- r,
E. Longini and J. Nathan for
$56,000. Five years ago the same
piece of property sold for $500 a front
foot. For some time there has been
a constant increase in the price of
business property and those in touch
with conditions predict $3,000 a front
foot within the next two or three
MIKES UNO MINING
(Continued from' Page Three)
paratively inferior lignites, of which
North Dakota alone is estimated to
contain 500 billion tons.
An acre of coal land one foot in
thickness contains approximately
1,800 tons, of which from 1,200 to
1,400 is usually recoverable, some
being necessarily iost in the process
of mining.
Some of the public lands are un-
derlain with beds having an aggre-
gate thickness of 50 to 75 or even 100
feet or more of high-grad- e coal. With
such figures in mind the valuation
or more an acre) which is being
placed by the United States Geologi
cal Survey on the more valuable
coal lands does not seem excessive.
Before the coal lands were with
drawn and their valuation and classi
fication undertaken by the Geological
Survey these areas would be sold at
only $20 an acre if within 15 miles of
a railroad or $10 if outside of that
limit. The highest tonnage value
placed on any of the Government
land is 3 cents a ton, a figure that is
reduced by factors of depth, number
of beds, and quality of coal in the va-
luation of many of the coal tracts.
Bulletin 424, issued by the Survey
contains a full discussion and analy-
sis of the plans and methods employ
ed by the Geological Survey in its
classification of the public coal lands.
It can be had on applictaion to the
Director of the Survey, at Washing-
ton.
New Power-Sit- e Withdrawals.
Three new power site withdrawals
o" public lands were made during the
month of April, based on the field
work of the United States Geologi-
cal Survey. The lands included in
the withdrawals aggregate 97,889
acres.
There were also restored to entry
2111 acres of former withdrawals,
found upon examination not to be
necessary to the protection of govern-
ment power sites.
The policy of the government, as
stated by the Director of the Geolo-
gical Survey, in the matter of the
classification of the public lands is,
first, to withdraw such areas as may
be considered necessary fromr the
standpoint of the federal government
in the protection and conservation of
its mineral and water resources; sec-
ond to make such withdrawals as ac-
curately as possible, on the basis of
the data or information available;
and, third, to make further investiga-
tions and secure additional data in
order to restore, if possible, any area
not absolutely necessary to the pro-
tection of the people's interest. In
many cases the restorations repre-
sents the actual demand, in the form
of petitions, for the use of land for
other, purposes than those for which
the withdrawal was made, and if full
investigation shows this land to be
most valuable for the usf; contempla- -
G. A. R.
ENCAMPMENT
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
May 17-1- 8
One and one fifth fare from all points in
New Mexico, also El Paso and Trinidad
to Albuquerque and return.
$4.15
From Santa Fe, N. M.
Dates of Sale May IS, 16, 17.
Return Limit, May 20th, 1911
"Santa Fe AH The Way"
SALT LAKE CITY
AND RETURN
via
Santa Fe,
$30.00
Dates of Sale May 30 and 31
Return Limit, June 20th 1911
and in addition to that, the service
incidental to army maneuvers. Gen
eral Carter knows hv Inner pvnppipnpA
that the way to keep an army con- -
icmeu ann nealtby is to keep it busy,
and there is not a soldier in the 15,000
now in camp who will not admit thatGeneral Carter
into execution. No odds how muddy
me roans may be nor how vigorouslythe sun may nour down vhan (!an.-- ,iCarter orders a hike to Leon Springs,
..ncui.j. nines away, the order is
obeyed, and that nart f th .
designated in this order is soon on
tne move. Work work all the time-
-is
the fate of the soldier In the mohiH- -
zation camp.
California
Excursions,
June 5, 6, & 10 to 22,
eiC 1A San Diego orjMU.U LosAneeles
Q i C 1A San Francisco
or Oakland
Going: and returning via direct lines,
CCC AA Portland and return
UU.UU via direct lines.
CO 0 Going one way viaPU4.JU San Francisco
Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911
...... ,
Illustrated Literature by
Applying to
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
T51 Summer
TOURIST
Rates
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st' 1911
V From
Santa Fe, N. M.
To
Chicago, $50.35
St. Louis, $44.35
St. Paul, $50.35
Buffalo, $64.95
New York, $76.35
Boston. $75.95
COLORADO
Denver
..........$21.10Colorado Springs 18.15
Pueblo 16.35
Low rates to many other principal
points in the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
Liberal stop-ove- r privileges.
Reftirh limit, October 31st, 1911.
For further particulars see any
Santa Fe agent,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
'Santa Fe, N. M.
& RISING
DIRECTORS
108'lVSf I
and Satisfactorily Dons.
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. v to
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at Ota rata ot $6.00 per hundred lba.
We are equipped to carry any kind
or trunks or baggage, up to 1,600 lbs.
Special rates are given for excur-
sions, for eight or store passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
PROFESSIONAL CIBDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attnrnnv-at--l, 3m
Santa Fe. .... New Mexloe ;
i
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
Taos, New Mexico.
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Chat. F. Easley. Chas. R. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci- a,
N. M.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su-
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe. New Mexico
HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-
, . Santa Fe, N. M. "
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
; , 0. W. PRICHARD
. Attorney and Counsellor at Law
" Practice In all the District Court
and gives special utteutlon to cases
ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
Carrying the U. 8. mail and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
Roiwell, N. M, connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is.
land Railroads and the Atchison, To-pek-
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a m, ar-
rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. at.
era
3 0
Pharmacy. - J W. STQQKARD, MANAGEByears.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIESWANTNATURE'STONIC
derstood to be at the time of the
adoption of our constitutions.
"In many states judges are not per-
mitted to comment upon the facts at
all. They are not even allowed to
charge the jury after the arguments
of counsel, but they are required to
SETTLEMENT IS
VERY UKELY
Rival Claimants For Water
Rights in San Juan County
to Get Together
,.7h! n.ee1 ot. a tomc ln the Spring is almost universally recognized.Bodily fatigue, fickle appetite, poor digestion, nervousness, lack of energy,
etc., frove that the proper amount of nourishment is not being supplied tothe bouy through the circulation. The stomach, bowels, and digestive mem-bers are sluggish from lack of stimulating nutrition, and in consequence theentire boay suffers from the effects of a poorly nourished constitution. The
use of a real blood-purifyin- g tonic when the system is deranged from lack of
nourishment, will often prevent the develonment of some serious sickness,because weak systems cannot resist disease, while healthy, well nourished
constitutions are able to ward it off. No medicine is of value as a tonic ex-
cept one which purifies, and enriches the blood, for until this is done the
body will not receive its required stimulus and disease-resistin- g powers.S. S. S. is the best Spring tonic because of its genuine ability and worth asa blood purifier. It builds up the depleted system in the true way, by puri-fying the blood and supplying an increased amount of nourishment to everyportion of the body. S. S. S. removes all impurities from the circulation, and
overcomes the unpleasant physical ailments of Spring. S. S. S. is for sale
at drug stores. m SmFj SPEaFIC C0 ATLANTA. CA.
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-
cation first Monday
of each month at'
Masonic - Hall at
7.30.
H. H. DORMAN.
I
CHAS. E. LIXXE1, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall af.
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon- -
tT3 day in each month atj Masonic Hau at 7:38p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
Wr. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Ecotish Rite Masons are cor-dial- ly
Invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 31
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth-
ers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER.
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.oIndependent Order of Beavers.Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
President
C. J. NEIS,
Secretary.
F, W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
Meets Second
and Fourth Thurs-
days, Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 9211-0738- for SW 4 NE NW
1--4 SE N. 2 SW section 6,
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose X. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
' Register.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran-
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
who, on April 18, 1906, made home-
stead entry, No. 9234-0739- for SE
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Fi-
nal five-yea- r proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburclo Mon-
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N. M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
FISHING SEASON
HAS OPENED
Many Sportsmen Will Be
Wending Their Way Up
the Icy Streams
GO, SEEK THE WO TB0IT!
May b the Month for True
Sportsmen and Real Lovers
of Nature.
(Contributed)
The fishing season opens today in
New Mexico.
Many are the sportsmen who have
hpn eaeerly waiting for it to come,
as fishing i3 reported unusually fine
on the Pecos and other streams ana
already a number of Santa Feans are
arranging to go on fishing trips this
week. Although it is a little early
for good trout fishing in the upper
waters of the rivers, splendid fishing
may be had on the lower reaches.
May is recorded in a monthly mag-
azine as the month of true sportsmen
and lovers of nature. Every western-
er knows how every American river
that runs in the western states has
more sport in it than a hot week
spent in "recreation" in an over-
crowded beach or city park.
Sportsmen in the East are beginn-in- g
to appreciate the joys of spending a
vacation in New Mexico's beautiful
climate, and for this purpose the Val-
ley Ranch near Glorieta has issued a
very attractive booklet which shows
in photographs the beauties of tne
Pecos river. It will help greatly to
advertise that part of New Mexico.
Taos county is also a great place
for fishermen and probably no other
county can boast of bo many beauti-
ful, wild streams as can Taos. They
were stocked last summer, and there
ought to be some good fishing there
now. After the roads are improved
between here and Taos one may get
an early start from here, fish all day
in the beautiful Taos river and re- -
' turn home for supper time. (Provid-
ing the auto does what It ought to.)
What is better for the tired busi-
ness man than to go for a fishing trip
up in the mountains? And his wife
and family would also enjoy it. If
one can't go for a week, a day spent
a mile or so above Monument Rock,
will do lots of good. The wild flow-
ers are just beginning to come and
the rich earth is gowned in purple by
the fragrant violets of the woods. One
can always tell the person
from the man.
This summer, instead of spending
yojir vacation in some over-crowde- d
summer resort or stuffy city, take a
bunch of your friends ancT'get'"'up a
camping trip to the mountains; you'll
never regret it, and it is sure that
you will become an active nember
of the "Outdoors" club and every
vacation or holiday will find you up
in the beautiful mountains in quest
of the wary trout and pleasure.
Nothing so relieves a man of a
grouch than a fishing trip. If one has
been unusually over-wroug- ' during
the week with business affairs, and
all he has to do to regain his com-
posure, is to go to the mountains,
bait, a hook, and fish like a good fel-
low. J. W. R.
CLUBS
ARE BEING ORGANIZED.
Texas Citizens Petition Government
to Recognize Belligerency of Mex-
ican insurrectos.
San Antonio, Texas, May 15. Yes-
terday a monster petition signed by
1,600 San Antonians was sent to Pres-
ident Taft protesting against interven-
tion in Mexico, but asking that the
be recognized as belliger-
ents. The body sending the petition
was organized last week and is known
.as the American As-
sociation. Secretary Teitelbaum of the
organization in San Antonio said that
clubs are being formed all over Texas
and that the movement will spread all
over the whole country. The ' presi-
dent of the local organization is Dr.
W. M. Brumby, a well known citizen
of this city. Dr. Brumby maintains
that 10,000 signatures could be secured
to the petition for if
such an effort should be necessary.' '
THIN WOMEN SHOULD '
HAVE INTERIOR RENOVATED.
Cleveland, May i5. "Thin women
need their interiors renovated,"- de-
clared Dr. C. W. Moots of Toledo at
the closing session of the Ohio Medic
al Association's convention. He said
all thin, angular women have some
thing the matter with them and need
to be operated upon. He asserted that
women sleep too much upon their
backs. Thin, nervous women should
recline on their sides or stomachs,
he said, which would prevent Internal
disorders.
Foloy Kidnoy Pills
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little . Rock, Art,
says. "For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Fills, and these I can
uuthfufly recommend lul they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
aQ druggists. . ' t
FOIt RENT Six roomed house, fur-- '
r.ished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki. j
FOR SALE Household goods and
furnishings at 301 2 Galisteo street
Call at any time.
WANTED A mat girl to assist
with care of two children. Apply to
Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Sanitarium.
LOST Chihuahua Dog on Satur-a- y
night from 4:31 San Francisco St.
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive
reward.
FOR SALE Kranieh & Bach Up-
right piano in good condition, also
book case and dining table. Call
mornings, 209 Jefferson Ave.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewriters guar
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
ettlement, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use of scrip costly, tedious and dan-
gerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S. Hil-dret-
210 Fleming Bldg., Phoenix,
Arizona.
sold to the Mennonites by the Farmers
Crowe place, near Carlsbad, has been
sold to the Menonites by the Farmers
Land company. The consideration
was $C0,000, and the larm w . be tak-
en possession of immediately by the
Mennonite farmers. It will be cut
ud into forty and eighty acre tracts
for colonization purposes. It com-
prises C02 acres of watershed land,
with 178 of dry with 300 acres in al-
falfa.
NICOLAS APODACA
WINS LAND CASE
Santa Fe County Entryman Who
Contended far His Rights in
Successive Appeals.
Washington, D. C, May 15 A dc--c
sion has been handed down by First
Assistant Secretary of the Interior
Frank Pierce in the case of Nicolas
Apodaca of Santa Fe, reversing the de-
cision of the commissioner of the
general land office denying Apodaca's
application for repayment of moneys
paid by him in connection with his
homestead entry on land in Santa Fe
county.
In April, 1908, Apodaca submitted
final proof entry on the land in ques-
tion, and it was rejected on the
ground that he land was not subject
to entry. In November, 1910, he filed
a relinquishment of the entry, and
subsequently made application for re-
payment of the money that he had
paid. This was denied, and he ap-
pealed to the general land office
where his appeal was denied, and
then to the secretary of the interior,
who reversed the decision as above
stated.
In the decision rendered by the
first assistant secretary it is stated
that "the frankness of Apodaca's dis-
closure precluded any suspicion of
fraud or of speculative intent."
Postmaster Named.
The appointment of Louis 'H. Mil
ler as postmaster at Pendleton, N.
M, has been announced by the post
office department.
NOTICE.
Proposals will be received by the
Board of County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, for
plans and specifications of three
bridges to be constructed, one over the
Santa Fe river on Canon road within
the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
One at the town of Galisteo, across
the Galisteo river at a point which will
be designated by the chairman of the
board of county commissioners, and
one other member of the board.
One across the Galisteo river at the
town of Los Cerrillos, at a point to
be designated by the chairman of the
board and one other member of the
board of county commissioners.
Said plans and specifications for
said bridges or either of them to be
submitted to the said board of county
commissioners on or before the first
day of June, A. D., 1911; at the office
of the probate clerk of the county of
Santa Fe, N. M., at the court house in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., at which
time the different plans and specifica-
tions for each of said bridges, after
which bids will be called for, on or
before the first Monday ln July for
the construction of said bridges or
either of them, as the board may elect,
and only the plan and specifications
which may be adopted, for each of
said bridges will be paid for; but the
proposal shall contain the amount of
charge, which will be made for the
plan and specification if accepted.
The parties proposing plans and spe
ciflcations, will be required to inform
themselves as to the particular loca-
tions at which each of the said
bridges, is to be constructed, also the
particular conditions existing at each
of the said locations, which will enter
into the matter of the construction of
said bridge or bridges.
The board reserves the right of re-
jecting any and all proposals.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk of the Board.
For , soreness of the muscles
whether induced by violent exercise
or injury, Chambenaln's Liniment is
excellent This liniment is also
highly esteemed for the relief it af-
fords in cases of rheumatism. Sold
by all dealers.
For quick returns and big results
try a New Mexican Want Ad.
submit written charges upon abstruse
questions of law with no opportunity
to apply the principles concretely to
the facts of the case."
Roosevelt Attacks Judiciary.
New York, May 15. A tremendous
sensation has been caused here by
Colonel Roosevelt's scathing attack
in last 'week's issue of the Outlook
upon the decision of the New York
court of appeals declaring unoonsti
tutional the workmen's compensation
law. Colonel Roosevelt, citing this
caBe and the decision of Judge Bald-win-,
now governor of Connecticut, as
causes pleads for the recall of judges
U. S. ARMY SHORT OF
MULES AND WAGONS.
Recruits Too, Are Difficult to Obtain
and First Division Needs 7,000
Men to Complete Organization.
Galveston, Texas, May 15. Commis-
sary officers as well as line officers
in Brigadier General Mills' command
at Galveston, are much exercised over
what they declare a serious shortage
of train wagons and mules in both
divisions of the army now in rendez-
vous in Texas on the Mexican border.
It is said the troops in Texas are short
about 300 wagons, 1200 mules and
about 7,000 men to complete the or-
ganization of the first division. All
the stations have been enlisting re-
cruits and hurrying them to Texas, but
there is no addition to the mule and
wagon equipment.
The officers in deploring the state
of affairs declare the army would be
sadly handicapped should it suddenly
be ordered on a forced march with
genuine action injected en route. Draft
on the commissary train, they say,
would be necessary to make up am-
munition trains which would in con-
sequence cripple the commissary de-
partment. Reliance on commercial
wagons drafted into the service, they
say, would disclose the commercial
wagon not up to the standard and
which would collapse with a heavy
load on a long forced march.
EVERY CITY HAS PAGEANT-W- HY
NOT SANTA FE?
That at Canon City, Colo., This Year,
Marked Opening of Great Scenic
Highway to Royal Gorge.
Canon City, May 15. The second
annual May flower carnival and pa-
geant at Canon City passed into his
tory as one of the most gorgeous and
beautiful spectacles of Its kind ever
witnessed in the west. Visitors from
over the state expressed themselves
as amazed at the marvelous beauty
and uniqueness of the whole affair.
One of the most beautiful sights
ever seen here was that of the chil
dren's pageant when a thousand lit
tle children decked in many colored
flowers and costumes of various
youths and pushing baby buggies and
doll buggies, teddy wagons, riding bi
cycles or riding on very light floats
paraded Main street in a procession
nearly a mile in miniature carriages
propelled by children only a few
years older than themselves. The
household pets of the little tots were
also In evidence and formed a part of
the parade. Division or children
from the public schools of Canon
City, Florence and South Canon in
beautiful costumes, children repre-
senting different nations of the world,
all added life and beauty to the oc
casion.
BOND ISSUE OF $600,000
FOR COUNTY ROADS.
Texas, May. 15. The good roads
campaign committee In McLenan
county has by petition asked the
county commissioners to order a
bond election on June 20 to vote on
a proposition for $600,000 in bonds for
building and improving roads in the
county. This is in line with the good
roads movement that is on in all
parts of this state.
WOMAN
ESCAPES
OPERATION
WasCuredbyLydiaE.Pink-ham'- s
Vegetable Compound
Elwood, Ind. "Your remedies have
cured me and I have only taken six
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta--
mtwk seisin Die compound, l
was sick three
months and could
not walk. I suf-
fered all the time.
The doctors said I
could not get well
without an opera-
tion, for I could
hardly stand the
pains in my sides,
especially my right
one, and down my
right lee I beeab
to feel better when I had taken onlv
one bottle of Compound, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon." Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 N. B. St., El-
wood, Ind.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly,
half-heart- existence, missing three-fourt-hs
of the joy of living, whenjthey
can find health in Lydia . Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound?
For thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
has cured thousands of women who
have been troubled with such ail
ments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregulari-
ties, periodic pains, backache, indiges-
tion, and nervous prostration.If you have the slightest doubtthat Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-table Compound 'will help yon,
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass tor advice. Your letter
will be absolutely confidential,
and the advice free.
MEAN GREAT DEVELOPMENT
i
Crop Outlook Around Farming
ton Fine and Spirit of Opti
mism Prevails.
"Developments of a gigantic nature
are looked for In San Juan county dur-
ing the coming season," says Attor-
ney L. C. Van Hecke of Farmington,
San Juan county, who is in Santa Fe
for a few days. "Litigants in water
matters, who have heretofore caused
a waste of a magnificent water supply
and a million acres of the West's rich-
est mesa land, seem about to reach an
amicable agreement, and once that
mesa land is watered, no human pow-
er can restrain the county's rapid
advance. The latest proposition is
to pool their interests and build a high
line canal that will water well nigh
everything.
"The 75,000 acres now under irri-
gation and cultivation bid fair to
produce an enormous crop of apples
and pears and alfalfa,, but the
peaches were "somewhat damaged by
frost.
"The entire county is really enthus
iastic over the proposed wagon road
from Santa Fe. Residents of Sfin
Juan county have unwillingly but
necessarily traded largely in Colo
rado, but they are true New Mexicans
and anything that will open a way in
to the territory meets with ready and
substantial support. The value to
Santa Fe of a more direct route to
Farmington cannot be overestimated.
At present Farmington is as near
Denver as Santa Fe, in point of time.
Colorado lumber companies supply
her timber, Colorado brick and ce-
ment companies much of her build-
ing material, her butter, flour and
grain come from Colorado and even
her surplus banking and legal busi-
ness is done in Colorado. The com-
bined strength of San Juan, Santa Fe
and Bernalillo counties is necessary
to open wagon roads and standard
gauge railways to the south and east
and to divert to Santa Fe and Albu
querque the wealth that Denver now
draws.
"Farmington is forging rapidly
ahead. At a recent election ?50,000
were voted for a municipal water
works system, two brick (Colorado
brick) buildings are in course of con-
struction and several others are being
planned, the elctric iight plant is be-
ing enlarged to meet the demand for
current, a new $12,000 Methodist
church is being built, and a boom is
on in residence building that is fully
equal to the boom that seems to have
struck Santa Fe.
"A spirit of optimism pervades SanJuan county based on an excellent
crop outlook, a busy ditch building
season, her million acres of land and
accesible water with prospects for an
immediate highline ditch, her govern-
ment estimated coal deposits of 60
billion tons, and prospects of better
roads and a railway, and best of ah
an awakening of Santa Fe and Albu-
querque to their opportunities and a
well evidenced determination on the
part of both to get in touch with San
Juan county."
PRESIDENT ATTACKS
RECALL OF JUDGES.
Makes Comparisons With Judicial
System of Great Britain Roos-
evelt Breaks Out Again.
New York, May 15 President Taft
came out publicly Saturday nieht
against the recall of the judiciary.
In his speech before the conference
on reform of the criminal law and
procedure, the president made his at
titude plain. Most of his sneech was
devoted to a comparison, highly un-
favorable to this country, of the judi-
cial systems , of Great Braintain and
the United States. He lamented the
tendency manifested even In En?- -
land, but more particularly in this
country to put limitations on the pow-
er of the judge. -
. Makes Judge Moderator.
"And now," he said, "not content
with reducing the nosition of th
judge to one something like that of
me moaerator in a religious assemblythe judgels to be made still less im-
portant and to he put still more on
trial and to assume still more the
character of a defendant by a provi-
sion of law under wnich. if his rulinea
and conduct in court do not suit a
small percentage of tne electors of
his district, he may be compelled to
submit the question of his continu
ance on the bench during the term
for which hu was elected to an eleo
tion for recall, In which the reason
for his recall is to be Included In 2011
words and his defense thereto to be
equally brief.
; Will Lessen Authority.
"It can hardly he said that this pro-
posed change, if adopted, will givehim greater authority or power for
usefulness or constitute a reform in
the enforcement of the criminal law
of this country.. It will certainly notiflmtnt.k . . "...
" power irresponsibilityof counsel for the defendant. Let us
hope that the strong sense of humor
of the American people which has
so often saved thoiA
of demagoguery will not he lacking in
cdjicvi. ui luib nostrum. ,
"What I believe to be an unfoundedfear Of Judicial tyranny and an un-
reasonable distrust of judges haveled to statutory limitations upon their
power in the conduct ,of criminal
trials which have made the trial by
Jury in this country and especially in
the, Western states an entirely differ-
ent Institution from what It was un--
with items properly authenticated.
Texico Trumphet.
Will Benefit Santa Fe.
On next Sunday the New Mexico
Central will put into effect a change
of schedule which will be an advan-
tage to Estancia in several ways. The
northbound train will leave Torrance
at 9:40 a. m., arriving in Estancia at
11:42. A stop of twenty minutes will
be made for dinner. The train leav
ing here at 12:02 p. m. will arrive in
Santa Fe at 3:18 p. m. Returning
the train will leave Santa Fe at 5:45
p. m., passing through Estancia at
9:05, arriving in Torrance at 11:30.
The change is made to connect with
the trains on the Southwestern at
Torrance. The new schedule will
give Estancians two and one-hal- f
hours In Santa Fe to transact busi-
ness, making it possible to return the
same day. Estancia News.
The Work of Whiskey.
Last Sunday night in the city of
Dallas, where we have the beauties
of "regulation" officers heard of
gambling and illicit whisky selling in
a certain place in the city, and five
of them went to raid the place, ut
just as tney reached tne vicinity two
men with shotguns fired on them and
wounded all five, two of them very
seriously. Yet Dallas has the bent-fi- t
of "high license, strict regulation
and the bonded saloon man." They
tell us that prohibition will make
"bootleggws and blind tigers," but if
prohibition can beat "regulation" at
this business it will have to increase
its alacrity. The fact is "regulation"
is a monumental failure. Whenever
you try to limit the saloon work, it
breaks over all restraint and it will
shoot officers sometimes when they
interfere with the "business."
BASE BALL
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
National Leatiue.
W. L. Pet.
Philadelphia 20 5 .800
Pittsburg 14 9 .609
New York 14 9 .609
Chicago .....14 10 .583
Cincinnati 10 9 .526
Boston 8 18 .308
St. Louis 6 14 .300
Brooklyn 6 18 .250
American League.
W.. L. Pet
Detroit 22 5 .815
Philadelphia ...... .,13 10 .565
Boston 14 11 .560
Chicago 12 12 .500
New York 11 12 .478
Washington 10 13 .435
Cleveland ... 11 16 .407
St. Louis 6 20 .231
Western League.
W. L. Pet
Sioux City 16 5 .773
Lincoln 12 7 .632
Denver ... 12 7 .632
Wichita 11 7 .611
St. Joseph 11 10 .524
Omaha
.., 9 13 .409
Topeka 7 13 .350
Des Moines 3 19 .136
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at New York.
American League.
Washington at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
New York at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit
YESTERDAY'8 GAMES.
National League.
Chicago 6; Philadelphia 5.
St. Louis 6; Washington 2.
'Detroit 6; Boston 5.
Cleveland 14; New York 3.
Western League.
Denver 8; Omaha 3.
Topeka 4 ;St. Joseph 2.
Sioux City 6; Wichita 4.
Lincoln 4; Des Moines 3.
American Association.
Indianapolis 2; Toledo 1. 12 innings.
Louisville 6; Columbus 7. First
game. Second game, Louisville 1; Co-
lumbus 10.
Milwaukee 5; Kansas City 3.
Minneapolis 7; St. Paul 10.
Southern League.
Montgomery 6; Chattanooga 1.
New Orleans 1; Nashville, 2.
Memphis 3; Birmingham 4.
Mobile 7; Atlanta 1.
Coast League.
Portland 1; San Francisco 2.
Portland 0; San Francisco 2.
.Vernon 11; Sacramento 9.
Los Angeles 5; Oakland 3.
Los Angeles 2; Oakland 5.
' Big Land Deals..
C.' A. Sipple at Artesia sold the
Fritze farm about ten . miles from
Artesia, en the Cottonwood, to E. J.
Johnson of Axtell. Neb., for sirsnn
The place includes 820 acres. The
EDITORIAL FLASHES
Oh, You Tittman!
We are wondering if the corre-
spondent of the r'ree PreBS got his
cotton article of last week from the
gin mill across the street. Sierra
County Advocate.
Sure Things and Easy Marks.
The Portales Times reports that
a sugar beet factory tor that locality
is "assured." Brother, the word
"assured" has a vague and indefinite
meaning when used in connection
with railroads, sugar beet factories,
and statehood. Texico Trumpet.
Dutiful Husband.
The working man who hands his
wages to his wife every Saturday and
receives ten cents and a kiss in re-
turn has more real enjoyment than
the man who spends his whole pay on
Saturday night and hands his abused
wife an empty pay envelope. San Jon
Times.
It's True.
The fellow who thinks he can win
out in business or profession without
the legitimate help of the newspaper
of his home i3 going to wake up to
find that he has failed to reckon, with
a powerful host. It's possible, yes;
but not probable. Clovis Journal.
;
Hatycon Days.
These are the days when life in the
southwest is the most enjoyable and
visitors revel in the salubrity of our
climate. Just now, all this section
is to be seen at its best, and the in-
dividual who has not known the south-
west during the balmy month of May
has missed some of the greatest joys
of human existence. El Paso Times.
Nothing Slow About Santa Fe.
Santa Fe is going to have the big-
gest kind of a Fourth of July celebra-
tion this year, and just to show how
easily she can get ahead of her neigh-
bors when she really tries, the An-
cient City is going to begin the day
before. There's nothing slow about
Santa Fe, after all. Socorro Chief-
tain.
Railroading at Estancia.
Passenger train No. 10 arrived in
Santa Fe five hours late, caused by
the breaking of a drawbar near Need-
les, California. If one of our Estan-
cia farmers had been there he would
have hunted up a hunk of baling
wire and had that old train tied to-
gether in five minutes. Estancia
News.
Compliments Are Cheap.
The Republican is two years old to-
day but we are not expecting any
birthday gifts. The past two years
have been satisfactorw from the edi-
tor's point of view. He has received
more compliments than dollars, but
that is all right. The paper will pro-
bably continue to do business at the
same old stand for some time to
come. Fort Sumner Republican.
After County Seat.
While 4n Roy recently, the editor
talked with almost all the merchants
and business men about the county
seat. We believe it would take very
little effort on the part of the busi-
ness men here to come to an under-
standing with the people of Roy to
get the county seat changed. The
people of Roy are agreed that Mora
is no ftlace for it, and that either
Wagon Mound or Roy have the better
right. Roy is at the extreme end
of the county. Wagon Mound is ln
the center. It ought not to be hard
to get together. Wagon Mound
These Plutocratic Editors.
The Optic of Lias Vegas has an-
other groan due. J. F. Branson own-
er of the Des Moines Swastika has
a new automobile. The Optic has
commiserated its automobile-les- s
condition and poked a little fun at
the newspapers who own buzz wag-
ons. If these newspaper owners
could spare the time from hard work
they would "spell off" with the fel-
lows who haul Editor Padgett
around, for it is well known that "M.
M." Col. Padgett writes most of
his heavy editorials en route in an
auto to and from Santa Fe and other
New Mexico towns. Rio Grande Re-
publican.
'
The Smart Alec.
We received a second communica
tion from Fairfield, but owing to
about four reasons we have withheld
the items from publictaion. First,
the items were unsigned; and, second
being unsigned we have no idea who
wrate them; third, the items were
interesting, but a little too personal;
and last but most , important we
have no bullet proof suit to climb in
to if some reader .with whom the cute
items didn't "take" should come a
gunning for the author.. Correspond-
ents should be careful and not get
too personal with their Items; there Is
a difference between being witty and
being smart. We would like to
hear from the new correspondent
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pin- a
Deigado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry, No. 9210-073S- 5,
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
4 Sec. 4, SE. 1--4 NE. 1-- Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9E.N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above der
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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CHICAGO FLAT i of Bridge and Structural Iron WorkBUILDING
IS DYNAMITED. ers when it was opened by expert(Wm round yp.) locksmith for the police, following theContractor 'Who I Erecting It Em- - arrest of J. J. McXamara, secretary
ploys Non-Unio- n Labor and
Was Threatened.Santa Fe. X. M., May 15. X
no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. 4
GROCERY and BAKERY
Fresh Vegetables
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., May 15. An explosion
For Xew Mexico Generally
j V fair tonight and Tuesday, pre-- X
; ceded by local sh wers, not X
' much change in temperature. X
treasurer of the union, who is in jail
In Los Angeles now, awaiting trial for
complicity, in the alleged dynamite
outrages, was the charge made today
by Leo M. Rappaport, attorney for the
iron workers. He demands an investi- - "
gation by the police.
-- Rappaport Bays he saw money in the
safe when it was opened but did not
count it. He charges the money was
not in the safe when it was reopened
Monday by the iron workers officials,
after the early Sunday morning raid.
partially wrecked a three-stor- y flat
building in Bunker street early to-
day and drove 22 families into the
heavy showers and thunderstorms
have been the rule along the upper!
Rio Grande and its tributaries since
last Friday. ,
Indian War Scare Last Saturday
was just one year since the news was
flashed over the whole country that
an Indian war had broken out in Taos
and that the Xew Mexico militia got
there (almost) and Uncle Sam had a
bunch of "regulars" ready for imme-
diate call. It is very probable that
those who knew least about the war
were the Taos Indians themselves.
, Otero County Man Killed.
W. H. Chandler of Duncan, Otero
county, was among the spectators on
the river bank on the American side
during the battle of Juarez. A stray
bullet went through his heart and kill-
ed a U. S. soldier standing by his side.
The body was brought through
last Friday en route to Dun
street.
,
Windows were shattered for blocks
around, and a large section of the
STOCK AND GRAIN
MARKETS WERE DULL.
Big Wheat Shipments and Rain in
, Northwest Give Bear Oppor-
tunity for a Raid.
(By Special Leasear TTIre to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., May 15. Big wheat
shipments and rains in the North-
west weakened the wheat market to-
day. The opening here was to
lower.
Fine weather, bearish cables and
the influence of wheat eased corn,
July opening 4 to 8 down.
Local selling carried oats back-
ward. July started 8 to 3--8 off.
After a little recovery wheil again
grew weak, owing to the smallness
of the decrease in the visible supply.
The close, however, was firm.
An advance in corn resulted from
country sales being light, but prices
again receded in sympathy with
wheat. The close was easy 8 net
lower.
Stock Market.
Xew York, May 15. The advance
in American stocks in London before
the opening here resulted in a corre-
sponding rise on the New York stock
exchange, but prices soon fell back
and the market became dull.
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT
Everything first class 6 loaves of bread for 25 cents
Phone No. 4. F. Andrews Phone No.l
'oley. Kidney Pms aiso take hold of
ycdV system and help you to rid your-
self of your dragging backache, dull
neadache, nervousness, impaired eye-
sight, and all the ills resulting from
the impaired action of your kidneys
and bladder. Remember it is Foley
Kidney Pills that do this. For sale
by all druggists.
FISHIN'
"Supposin' fish don't bite at first,
What are you goin' to do?
Throw down your pole, chuck out
your bait,
"And say your fishin's thru?
You bet you aint; you'r going to fish,
And fish, and fish, and wait,
Until you've catched a basketful,
Or used up all your bait.
"Supposin' success don't come at first
What are you goin' to do?
Throw up the sponge and kick your-
self, ,
And growl, and fret and stew?
You bet you ain't; you're goin' to bait
And bait and bait ag'in,
Until success holds on your hook
For grit is sure to win.
thickly populated Italian district was
terror-stricke-
Michael Bottigliero, contractor, had
been employing non-unio- n men, in de-
fiance of many threats, it is claimed.
He had an attack on the building and
placed a special guard about it. -
In spite of these precautions, a
powerful bomb was placed in the cen-
ter of the structure.
The explosion tore off the roof,
cracked the walls and shattered the
windows. No one was injured.
Twenty-tw- o families occupied ' the
building, having moved in advance of
completion. , s,'
can via Weed, accompanied by the
father and a brother.
The Weather temperature yes-
terday ranged from 4fi to 66 degrees
and the average relative humidity was
63 per cent. The lowest temperature
last night was 49 degrees and the'
The Publicist.
The Giving of Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVER-
SALLY OBSERVED EACH YEAR
SUM OF MONEY STOLEN
OUT OF UNION'S SAFE,
Try Our Perfect Strawberry Skin Food
For a skin inclined to wrinkle or
sag, also our cucumber tonic lotion
for removing tan, freckles and moth
patches. Now is the time to take,
that complexion in hand, before it is
too Jate. Price 25c and 50c per box.
Leave orders at ' ,
W. H. GoebePs
or Room 14 Catron Block
Strange Charge Made By Attorney for
precipitation for 24 hours was 0.25 of
an inch of rain and hail. The hail fell
to a depth of about three-tenth- s of an
inch but melted soon after it fell.
There were loud peals of thunder be
tween 1 arid 2:30 p. m. The storm
apparently broke with greatest fury
over the mountains to the east and
northeast. On Satdrday the range of
temperature was 43 to TO degrees.
Father Haelterman Dead Xews has
been received here of the death on
Saturday of the Rev. Alphonse Hael-
terman, rector of the Catholic church
Leaders of Structural Iron Work-
ers at Indianapolis.CiR Q
Bonds were dull.
Trading w nominal during the
mid-da- y interval, speculators holding
off awaiting news from Washington
or. the trust decisions.
Upon the announcement that the
supreme court would take a recess
until 2:30 the market, which had been
creeping slowly upward, fell into a
state of utter stagnation, but prices
held firm. Union Pacific sold over
a point above last week's closing,
and United States steel, Reading, St.
PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR THE OCCASION
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis,' , Ind., May 15. That
$422 was taken from the safe in the of-
fices of the International Association
Padlocks in endless variety to be
found at GOEBELS. )
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 1S8, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Work'on Arroyo Hondo Suspended
Work has been suspended again tem-
porarily on the Arroyo Hondo dam,
six miles south of Santa Fe.
Mothers' Day Observed Yesterday,
Mothers' day, was generally observed
in Santa Fe and nearly everyone wore
a pink or white carnation in memory
of the woman honored yesterday.
The Baseball Scores The Albu-
querque baseball team yesterday af-
ternoon defeated the Japanese visit-
ors by a score of 10 to 5: At Cer-rillo- s
yesterday, the Santa Fe team
at Puerto de Luna, Guadalupe county,
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld and
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions. Headquarter For
and formerly assistant at the cathe-
dral of St. Francis here. Father Hael-
terman is a brother of the Rev. G.
Haelterman pastor of the church at
Santa Cruz. Prayers were offered by
Paul, Amalgamated copper and the
Hill stocks gained a large fraction.
Waiting for News.
Xew York, May 13. The market
closed irregular. Traders continued
to mark time while awaiting definite
news from Washington.
WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS
S. SPITZ, the faithful in all the Catholic church TackleManufacturingJeweler.i es here yesterday. rismngGala Day at College Today is aV u gala day at St. Michael's college be
cause it is the feast of the founder of
the Christian Brothers, St. John Bap We have just received a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.tist de la Salle. High mass was cele
brated at San Miguel chapel by the
chaplain, the Rev. L. Doherty. Twenty--
one boys made their first commun
was defeated 15 to 5.
Tried to Hold Up Engineer Fou--me-
attempted to hold up Civil En-
gineer Howard B. Warner between
Casa Blanca and Laguna, Valencia
county, on Saturday, but Warner
who was well armed put his assail-ant-s
to flight.
Trout Fishing Season Opens To-
day the trout fishing season opens in
New Mexico. The trout streams in
the northern part of the territory are
too high and too murky at present.
ion and the ceremony was a beautiful
SIXTY THOUSAND CATTLE
ROUNDED UP IN MEXICO,
Will Be Shipped to United States for
Fear of Imposition of' Heavy
Tax By Rebels. . ,
JBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Xogales, Sonora, May 15. A round
up of 60,000 cattle in the vicinity of
Cananea, Xogales and Xaco has been
ordered for shipment into the United
States. It is understood that fear of
the imposition of a heavy tax by reb-
els is back of the proposed
one.
ABYSSINIA HAS NOW
ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN. and WOMEN
guaranteed for six months
FIFTEEN YEAR OLD KING.
ht A FINE ASSORTMENT OF
FLIES RODS
CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS
BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS
Married to Seven Year Old . Grand
daughter of the Late Emperor
John.
(By Spi-ria- l Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Addis Abea, Abyyinia, May 15. FOURTH CONGRESS OF
REVISION IN SESSION.
(By Special Leased AVIre to New Mexican)
COPrtrGHTtD 06 Br IHF.HOHTOM CO-
Prince Lidj .Teassu, grandson of Em-- j
peror Menelik, was proclaimed emper- -
or of Abyssinia yesterday. The coro-- j
nation ceremony will take place later.
Prince Lidj was proclaimed heir to
j the Abyssinian throne on May 18, 1909,
j when he was thirteen years of age.
Washington, D. C, May 15. "The
fourth congress of revision" of the
conference of the International Union
except in a few instances, to offer tue
best of fishing as yet.
Washout on D. & R. G. The storm
of yesterday afternoon washed out the
Denver and Rio Grande tracks be-
tween Santa Fe and Buckman and the
train that was to have left this fore-
noon at 10:15 o'clock for Antonito,
Colorado, did not. go out until this
afternoon.
Something to the Propnecy While
there was no earthquake or fire, yet,
there was something to the prophecy
of the Florida astrologer who pre-
dicted heavy storms and floods for this
part of New Mexico at this time, for
And everything necessary for Fishing. Come in and and let the man who knows
for the Protection of Industrial Prop help you pick out your tackle for the big "FISHING TRIP." ,
SANTA FE HARDWAREIV.
erty, opened here today attended by
Representatives of thirty-fou- r nations.
This conference is expected to last
six weeks. The delegates have plen-
ary powers, authorizing them to nego-
tiate and sign treaties. ' '
Two days before he had been mar-
ried to Princess Romana Onok, the
seven year old granddaughter of the
late Emperor John and a niece of Em-
press Taitu. & SUPPLY CO.
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